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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
As of October 15, 2020 Coalfire, Systems, Inc. has validated that Amazon Web Services (AWS) completed their PCI 3DS Data Security Standards 


assessment and were found to be compliant with the standard.  


AWS does not perform the functions of 3DS Server (3DSS), 3DS Directory Server (DS), 3DS Access Control Server (ACS) directly. The customers 


do have the ability to host their 3DS environment on AWS using services such as Amazon EC2, Amazon ECS and Amazon VPC. Other AWS 


services can be configured to use by customer in their 3DS hosted environment.   


The following document describes the AWS 3DS assessment scope.  Additionally, it illustrates the PCI compliance responsibilities for AWS and 


customers use of AWS services. This document is intended to be used by AWS customers and their compliance advisors to understand the scope 


of the AWS 3DS assessment and expectations for responsibilities when using AWS services as part of the customer’s 3DS environment (3DE). 


Customers and assessors should be familiar with AWS security best practices and recommendations (http://aws.amazon.com/security/). As with any 


infrastructure element, customers are responsible for using vendor provided security recommendations, features, and access controls. 


2 Responsibil i ty of PCI 3DS Requirements for Amazon Web Services  
As stated in the AWS 3DS Attestation of Compliance, AWS is compliant with all 3DS controls applicable for AWS environment. AWS provides 


coverage for part of the 3DS controls and is in compliance however 3DS customers utilizing AWS environment are responsible for most 3DS controls 


and their own 3DS compliance. Some 3DS requirements may be satisfied by the customer’s use of AWS services, but most requirements are either 


shared responsibilities between the AWS customer and AWS, or entirely the customer’s responsibility. The following two sections describe the 


responsibilities that AWS assumes for the services offered and the customer’s responsibilities when utilizing the in-scope AWS services. 


2.1  AWS and Customer  Responsibi l i t ies  for  In -Scope Services  


The section that follows provides more details related to demonstrating compliance for 3DS. 


PCI 3DS Part 1: 3DS Baseline Security Requirements 


 The AWS 3DE is part of the AWS cardholder data environment (CDE). AWS PCI DSS compliance satisfies AWS PCI 3DS Part 1.  


 Customer is responsible for validation of 3DS Part 1 for their own 3DE. If the 3DE is hosted in AWS, please refer to the latest AWS Attestation 


of Compliance (AOC) and AWS PCI DSS responsibility matrix to understand the in-scope services to meet PCI 3DS Part 1 controls. The 


applicable services may require specific configurations, connectivity and architecture considerations to implement the services in a 3DE 


compliant manner. 


PCI 3DS Part 2:  Security requirements to protect 3DS data and processes 
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The table in section 3.2 identifies if the responsibility is upon AWS, customer or shared. If the 3DE is hosted in AWS, please refer to the latest AWS 


Attestation of Compliance (AOC) and AWS PCI DSS responsibility matrix to understand the in-scope services to meet the Part 2 of 3DS controls. 


The applicable services may require specific configurations, connectivity and architecture considerations to implement the services in a 3DE 


compliant manner. Below requirements are fully a customer responsibility if AWS services or components are not used.  


1. Secure Remote Access - Requirement 4.4.1:  If non-AWS components are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure 


the 3DS components do not use or connect to any wireless network. 


2. Data Transmission - Requirement 5.2: If non-AWS services are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure strong 


cryptography and security protocols are implemented to safeguard 3DS sensitive data during transmission. 


3. TLS configuration - Requirement 5.3: If non-AWS services are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure TLS 


configurations meet the allowed cipher suite criteria defined in the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification. 


4. Secure logical access to HSMs (ACS and DS only) - Requirement 6.2.1: If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, customers are required to ensure 


that other HSMs used comply with the sections within ISO 13491. 


5. Secure Physical Access to HSMs (For ACS and DS only) – Requirement 6.3.1, 6.3.2: If customer opts for another HSM (not offered by 


AWS), customers are responsible for storage and physical access protection of those HSMs. 


Note:  Whether a 3DS entity is required to validate to PCI DSS, to the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard, or to both, is defined by individual 
payment brand compliance programs. 


 


2.2  AWS and AWS Customer  Responsibi l i t ies  for  3DS Requirements  


The tables below describe the responsibilities of AWS and AWS customers for meeting the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard, Part 2 requirements. 


 


3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


Requirement P2-1. Validate 


scope 


  
   


  


P2–1.1 Scoping    
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


1.1.1 All networks and system 


components in-scope for these 


PCI 3DS security requirements 


are identified. 


 Examine 


documented results 


of scope reviews. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  


  


 


AWS: AWS does not directly store, 


process, or transmit 3DS data and only 


provides hosting services to its clients. All 


AWS PCI DSS environment is considered 


in scope for 3DS as AWS hosts the 


services for clients. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for defining and documenting 


the scope for PCI 3DS. 


1.1.2 All out-of-scope networks 


are identified with justification 


for being out of scope and 


descriptions of segmentation 


controls implemented. 


  


Examine documented 


results of scope 


reviews.  


 


 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for identifying out-of-scope 


networks and segmentation controls 


implemented. 


Examine data flow and 


network diagrams. 


 


 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining data flow and 


network diagrams for their 3DS 


environment. 


Observe segmentation 


controls. 


 
 


 AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for ensuring segmentation is 


implemented as appropriate. 


1.1.3 All connected entities with 


access to the 3DS 


environments are identified. 


 Examine 


documentation. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for identifying the connected 


entities with access to their 3DS 


environment. 


P2–2.1 Security governance           
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


2.1.1 Security objectives are 


aligned with business 


objectives. 


 Examine 


documentation. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 


AWS: AWS has security governance 


process in place for AWS environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible defining security objectives as 


part of their governance process.  


2.1.2 Responsibilities and 


accountability for meeting 


security objectives are formally 


assigned, including 


responsibilities for the security 


of 3DS processes. 


 Examine 


documentation.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 


AWS: AWS has security governance 


process in place for AWS environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible defining security objectives 


and assigning responsibilities and 


accountability for meeting those objectives. 


2.1.3 Responsibility for 


identifying and addressing 


evolving risks is assigned. 


 Examine 


documentation. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 


AWS: AWS has security governance 


process in place for AWS environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for assigning the responsibility 


to identify and address evolving risks. 


P2–2.2 Manage Risk           


2.2.1 A formal risk-


management strategy is 


defined. 


 Examine 


documentation. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains formal risk 


management program for AWS 


environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting the risk 


management strategy for their 3DS 


environment.  
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


2.2.2 The risk-management 


strategy is approved by 


authorized personnel and 


updated as needed to address 


changing risk environment. 


 Examine 


documentation. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains formal risk 


management program for AWS 


environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting the risk 


management strategy for their 3DS 


environment.  


P2–2.3 Business as usual 


(BAU) 


          


2.3.1 Review and/or monitoring 


is performed periodically to 


confirm personnel are following 


security policies and 


procedures. 


 Examine evidence 


of reviews and/or 


ongoing monitoring. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS is responsible for review and 


monitoring processes for their environment. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting security 


policies and procedures.  


2.3.2 Processes to detect and 


respond to security control 


failures are defined and 


implemented 


  


 Examine 


documented 


processes. 


 Observe 


implemented 


processes. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains the necessary 


security control failures detection and 


response processes. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting security 


policies and procedures for their 3DS 


environment. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


P2–2.4 Manage third-party 


relationships 


          


2.4.1 Policies and procedures 


for managing third-party 


relationships are maintained 


and implemented. 


 Examine 


documented 


policies/procedures. 


 Interview 


personnel.  


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains policies and 


procedures for managing third-party 


relationships. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining and 


implementing policies and procedures for 


managing third-party relationships. 


2.4.2 Due diligence is 


performed prior to any 


engagement with a third party. 


  


Examine documented 


procedures.  


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains policies and 


procedures for managing third-party 


relationships. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining and 


implementing policies and procedures that 


includes the due diligence steps for 


managing third-party relationships. 


 Examine results of 


due diligence 


efforts. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains policies and 


procedures for managing third-party 


relationships. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining and 


implementing policies and procedures that 


includes the due diligence steps for 


managing third-party relationships. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


2.4.3 Security responsibilities 


are clearly defined for each 


third-party engagement. 


 Examine 


documentation.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS manages responsibilities with 


third parties as part of the agreement.  


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for defining the security 


responsibilities for each third-party 


engagement. 


2.4.4 The 3DS entity 


periodically verifies that the 


agreed-upon responsibilities 


are being met. 


 Examine results of 


periodic verification.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 


AWS: AWS manages responsibilities with 


third parties as part of the agreement. 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for verifying that the 


responsibilities are met for each third-party 


they engage with. 


2.4.5 Written agreements are 


maintained. 


 Examine 


documentation.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains written agreements 


with third parties.  


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining written 


agreement for their 3DS environment. 


P2–3.1 Protect boundaries           


3.1.1 Traffic to and from ACS 


and DS is restricted to only that 


which is relevant to the 3DS 


functions. 


  


 Examine log files.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for security group definitions 


and network access control rules. AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


3.1.2 Traffic to and from ACS 


and DS is permitted only via 


approved interfaces. 


  


 Examine log files.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for identifying and utilizing the 


approved interfaces. If AWS services are 


utilized by customer to meet this control, 


AWS provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


P2–3.2 Protect baseline 


configurations 


          


3.2.1 Controls are implemented 


to protect the confidentiality and 


integrity of system 


configurations and 


documentation that support 


security settings. 


  


 Examine log files.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing the controls 


to protect the confidentiality and integrity of 


system configurations. If AWS services are 


utilized by customer to meet this control, 


AWS provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


P2–3.3 Protect applications 


and application interfaces 


          


3.3.1 Applications and 


programs are protected from 


unauthorized changes once in a 


production state. 


  


 Examine log files. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for ensuring applications and 


programs are protected from unauthorized 


changes once in production state. If AWS 


services are utilized by customer to meet 


this control, AWS provides guidance 


documentation for configuration of services 


or products. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


3.3.2 The mechanisms to 


protect applications and 


programs from unauthorized 


changes are monitored and 


maintained to confirm 


effectiveness. 


Observe implemented 


controls for monitoring 


and maintaining 


protection mechanisms. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for identifying mechanisms to 


protect applications and programs from 


unauthorized changes. The customers are 


responsible for monitoring and maintaining 


the mechanisms. If AWS services are 


utilized by customer to meet this control, 


AWS provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


3.3.3 All APIs that interface with 


the 3DS environment are 


identified, defined, and tested to 


verify they perform as 


expected. 


  


  


 Examine network 


and data-flow 


diagrams.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


 Examine results of 


testing. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for identifying, defining APIs 


and the functional testing of APIs. If AWS 


services are utilized by customer to meet 


this control, AWS provides guidance 


documentation for configuration of services 


or products. 


3.3.4 Controls are implemented 


to protect APIs exposed to 


untrusted networks. 


  


  


  


 Examine network 


and data-flow 


diagrams  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Examine results of 


testing 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing the controls 


to protect APIs exposed to untrusted 


networks. If AWS services are utilized by 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


P2–3.4 Secure web 


configurations 


          


3.4.1 Only those HTTP request 


methods required for system 


operation are accepted. All 


unused methods are explicitly 


blocked. 


  


  


 Examine log files.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview personnel 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing the secure 


protocols. If AWS services are utilized by 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


3.4.2 The use of HTTPS is 


enforced across all application 


pages/resources and all 


communications are prevented 


from being sent over insecure 


channels (e.g., HTTP). 


  


  


 Examine log files.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing the secure 


protocols. If AWS services are utilized by 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


3.4.3 Applications (or the 


underlying systems) are 


configured to reject content 


provided by external sources by 


default. Exceptions are 


explicitly authorized. 


  


  


 Examine 


documented 


controls.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring the applications 


securely to meet the 3DS control.  
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


3.4.4 Applications are 


configured to prevent content 


from being embedded into 


untrusted third-party 


sites/applications. Exceptions 


are explicitly authorized. 


  


  


 Examine 


documented 


controls.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring the applications 


securely to meet the 3DS control. 


3.4.5 Security features native to 


the development framework 


and/or application platform are 


enabled (where feasible) to 


protect against common client-


side attacks (such as XSS, 


Injection, etc.) 


  


  


 Examine 


documented 


controls.  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS native development framework 


meets the necessary controls. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible to maintain software 


development standards, change control, 


and vulnerability management programs 


aligned with other compliance framework to 


protect against common client-side attacks. 


P2–3.5 Maintain availability of 


3DS operations  


          


3.5.1 Availability mechanisms 


are implemented to protect 


against loss of processing 


capability within the 3DS 


infrastructure. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


controls. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains availability zones, 


regions, and backups for customer’s AWS 


system components. AWS implements it 


based on the selection by customer.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


required to specify the zone or region to 


have the mechanism in place for protection 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


against loss of processing capability within 


3DS environment. 


3.5.2 The availability 


mechanisms implemented are 


monitored and maintained to 


confirm effectiveness. 


  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls for 


monitoring and 


maintaining the 


availability 


mechanisms. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains and monitors 


availability zones, regions, and backups for 


customer’s AWS system components. 


AWS implements it based on the selection 


by customer.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


required to specify the zone or region to 


have the availability mechanism in place.  


P2–4.1 Secure connections for 


issuer and merchant customers 


          


4.1.1  Access by issuer and 


merchant users to their 


assigned issuer and merchant 


interfaces—for example, via 


API or web portal—for 


purposes of managing only 


their own account, is restricted 


to authorized personnel and 


requires a unique user ID with 


strong password and another 


form of strong authentication. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


procedures. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for managing and 


implementing the strong authentication 


requirements for issuer and merchant 


users. If AWS services are utilized by 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


P2-4.2 Secure internal 


network connections 


          


4.2.1 Multi-factor authentication 


is required for all personnel with 


non-console access to ACS, 


DS and 3DSS. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


procedures. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for managing and 


implementing the strong authentication 


requirements including multi-factor 


authentication for all personnel with non-


console access to 3DS systems. If AWS 


services are utilized by customer to meet 


this control, AWS provides guidance 


documentation for configuration of services 


or products. 


P2–4.3 Secure remote access           


4.3.1 Multi-factor authentication 


is required for all remote access 


originating from outside the 


entity's network that provides 


access into the 3DE. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


procedures. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for managing and 


implementing the strong authentication 


requirements including multi-factor 


authentication for all remote access into 


the 3DE. If AWS services are utilized by 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


4.3.2 Remote access to the 


3DE is controlled and 


documented, including: 


 Examine policies 


and procedures. 


 Observe remote 


access controls.  


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for managing and 


implementing the strong authentication 


requirements including remote access into 


the 3DE. If AWS services are utilized by 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


 System components for 


which remote access is 


permitted 


 The location(s) from 


which remote access is 


permitted  


 The conditions under 


which remote access is 


acceptable  


 Individuals with remote 


access permission  


 The access privileges 


applicable to each 


authorized use 


 Interview 


personnel. 


customer to meet this control, AWS 


provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


4.3.3 Where remote access 


using personally owned devices 


is permitted, strict requirements 


for their use are defined and 


implemented to include: 


 Device security controls 


are implemented and 


maintained as equivalent 


to corporate-owned 


devices. 


 Each device is explicitly 


approved by management. 


 Examine policies 


and procedures. 


 Observe remote 


access controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


fully responsible for managing policies 


around user of personally owned devices 


used for remote access into 3DE. 
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


4.3.4 Remote access privileges 


are monitored and/or reviewed 


at least quarterly by an 


authorized individual to confirm 


access is still required.  


  


  


P2–4.4 Restrict Wireless 


Exposure 


 Examine 


documented 


processes.  


 Examine evidence 


of monitoring and/or 


reviews.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for monitoring and reviewing 


the remote access privileges on a minimum 


of quarterly basis. If AWS services are 


utilized by customer to meet this control, 


AWS provides guidance documentation for 


configuration of services or products. 


P2-4.4 Restrict Wireless 


Exposure 


     


4.4.1 3DS components (ACS, 


DS, 3DSS) do not use or 


connect to any wireless 


network. 


  


  


 Examine network 


diagrams. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
  


 
AWS: AWS maintains the perimeter 


firewalls and controls traffic between 


wireless networks and systems in AWS 


data centers.  


If non-AWS components are used by 


customer, it will be customers 


responsibility to ensure the 3DS 


components do not use or connect to 


any wireless network. 


 


P2–4.5 Secure VPNs           
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3DS PART 2 CORE 
SECURITY STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS 


VALIDATION 
REQUIREMENTS 


AWS CUSTOMER SHARED RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY 


4.5.1 All VPNs that provide 


access to 3DE are properly 


configured to provide strong 


security communications and 


protect against eavesdropping, 


replay attacks, and man-in-the-


middle attacks. 


  


  


Requirement P2-5. Protect 3DS 


data 


 Examine 


configuration 


standards. 


 Observe VPN 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring the VPN for 


access into the 3DE. AWS provides 


guidance documentation for configuration 


of VPN. 


P2–5.1 Data lifecycle           


5.1.1 Policies and procedures 


for usage, flow, retention, and 


disposal of 3DS data are 


maintained and implemented. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


policies. 


 Examine evidence 


of data usage, flow, 


retention and 


disposal.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for development of policies and 


procedures for managing 3DS data.  


5.1.2 3DS data is retained only 


as necessary and securely 


purged when no longer needed. 


 Examine data 


retention schedule 


and data disposal 


process. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for development of policies and 


procedures for managing 3DS data. 
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 Observe data 


storage. 


P2–5.2 Data transmission           


5.2.1 Strong cryptography and 


security protocols are used to 


safeguard 3DS sensitive data 


during transmission. 


  


  


 Examine 


documentation 


describing methods 


for encrypting data. 


 Examine 


configuration 


standards. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and security protocols for the 


applications or servers the 3DS 


environment is dependent on.  


5.2.2 Fallback to insecure 


cryptographic protocols and 


configurations is not permitted. 


  


  


 Examine 


documentation 


describing methods 


for encrypting data. 


 Examine 


configuration 


standards. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls. 


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and security protocols and 


ensuring fallback is not possible to 


insecure protocols or configurations. 


P2–5.3 TLS configuration            
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5.3.1 All TLS communications 


between ACS, DS and 3DSS 


for purposes of 3DS 


transmissions use only allowed 


cipher suites, as defined in the 


EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core 


Functions Specification. 


  


 Examine 


configuration 


standards and TLS 


configurations.  


 Observe TLS 


communications. 


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and allowed cipher suites for 


TLS communications as defined in the 


standard. 


5.3.2 3DS components (ACS, 


DS, and 3DSS) do not offer or 


support any cipher suite that 


identified as ”not supported” in 


the EMV® 3DS Protocol and 


Core Functions Specification. 


  


 Examine 


configuration 


standards and TLS 


configurations.  


 Observe TLS 


communications. 


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and allowed cipher suites for 


TLS communications as defined in the 


standard. 


5.3.3 TLS configurations do not 


support rollback to unapproved 


algorithms, key sizes, or 


implementations. 


  


 Examine 


configuration 


standards and TLS 


configurations.  


 Observe TLS 


communications. 


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols.  


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and allowed cipher suites for 


TLS communications as defined in the 


standard. 
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5.3.4 Controls are in place to 


monitor TLS configurations to 


identify configuration changes 


and to ensure secure TLS 


configuration is maintained. 


  


 Observe 


implemented 


controls for 


monitoring and 


maintaining TLS 


configurations. 


 Interview 


personnel.  


    
 


AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing 


traffic, AWS provides options to configure 


strong cryptography and security protocols. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for implementing strong 


cryptography and allowed cipher suites for 


TLS communications as defined in the 


standard. 


P2–5.4 Data Storage            


5.4.1 Storage of 3DS sensitive 


data is limited to only permitted 


data elements. 


  


 


 Examine data flows 


and 3DS 


transaction 


processes. 


 Observe data 


storage. 


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting the data flows 


and 3DS transaction processes. 


Customers are responsible for 


implementing the controls and 


configurations for storage of 3DS sensitive 


data. If AWS services are utilized for 


protection of 3DS sensitive data, AWS 


provides the necessary documentation for 


configuration purposes 


5.4.2 Strong cryptography is 


used to protect any permitted 


storage of 3DS sensitive data. 


  


 Examine 


documentation 


describing methods 


for protecting stored 


data. 


 Observe 


implemented 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting the data flows 


and 3DS transaction processes. 


Customers are responsible for 


implementing the controls and 


configurations for storage and protection of 


3DS sensitive data. If AWS services are 


utilized for protection of 3DS sensitive data, 
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controls and 


configurations. 


AWS provides the necessary 


documentation for configuration purposes. 


P2–5.5 Monitor 3DS 


transactions  


          


5.5.1 3DS transactions are 


monitored to identify, log, and 


alert upon anomalous activity. 


  


  


  


 Examine 


documented 


procedures and 


configuration 


standards.  


 Examine log files. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel.  


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting procedures, 


examination of logs and alerts for 


anomalous activities. If AWS services are 


utilized for monitoring 3DS transactions, 


AWS provides the necessary 


documentation for configuration purposes. 


5.5.2 Anomalous or suspicious 


transaction activity is 


investigated and addressed in a 


timely manner.  


  


  


  


Requirement P2-6. 


Cryptography and Key 


Management 


 Examine 


documented 


procedures and 


configuration 


standards.  


 Examine log files. 


 Observe 


implemented 


controls.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting procedures, 


examination of logs, investigating and 


addressing the suspicious transaction 


activities. If AWS services are utilized for 


monitoring 3DS transactions, AWS 


provides the necessary documentation for 


configuration purposes. 
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P2–6.1 Key management            


6.1.1 Policies and procedures 


for managing cryptographic 


processes and keys are 


maintained and implemented. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


policies and 


procedures.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining appropriate 


data retention policies and procedures, 


encryption technologies and key 


management processes in accordance with 


3DS standards. 


 


AWS offers CloudHSM options for key 


management activities that are FIPS 140-2 


Level 3 certified. 


AWS customers are responsible for the 


creation, usage, and management of 


encryption keys in accordance with 3DS 


standards. 


6.1.2 For ACS and DS only: All 


key management activity for 


specified cryptographic keys 


(as defined in the PCI 3DS 


Data Matrix) is performed using 


an HSM that is either:  


 FIPS 140-2 Level 3 


(overall) or higher certified, 


or  


 PCI PTS HSM approved. 


 Examine 


documented key-


management 


procedures. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


    
 


AWS: AWS offers CloudHSM options for 


key management activities that are FIPS 


140-2 Level 3 certified. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining appropriate 


data retention policies and procedures, 


encryption technologies and key 


management processes in accordance with 


3DS standards. 
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AWS customers are responsible for 


configuring the CloudHSM in accordance 


with the security policy and AWS guidelines. 


6.1.3 For ACS and DS only: 


The HSM is deployed securely, 


in accordance with the security 


policy, as follows: 


 If FIPS-approved 


HSMs are used, the 


HSM uses the FIPS-


approved 


cryptographic 


primitives, data-


protection 


mechanisms, and key-


management 


processes for account 


data decryption and 


related processes. 


 If PCI PTS-approved 


HSMs are used, the 


HSM is configured to 


operate in accordance 


with the security policy 


that was included in 


the PTS HSM 


approval, for all 


operations (including 


algorithms, data 


 Examine HSM 


approval 


documentation / 


security policy (as 


applicable).  


 Observe HSM 


configurations. 


    
 


AWS: AWS offers CloudHSM options for 


key management activities that are FIPS 


140-2 Level 3 certified. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring the CloudHSM in 


accordance with the security policy and 


AWS guidelines. 


AWS CloudHSM Security Policies:  


https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Cryptographic-


Module-Validation-


Program/Certificate/3254 
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protection, key 


management, etc.). 


6.1.4 A documented description 


of the cryptographic 


architecture exists that 


includes:  


 Description of the usage for 


all keys 


 Details of all keys used by 


each HSM (if applicable) 


 Examine 


documented 


description of the 


cryptographic 


architecture. 


 Interview 


personnel. 


 Examine HSM 


approval 


documentation. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for the creation, usage, and 


management of all keys used for their 3DS 


environment. AWS provides guidelines for 


CloudHSM configurations. 


6.1.5 Cryptographic keys are 


securely managed throughout 


the cryptographic lifecycle 


including:  


 Generation  


 Distribution/conveyance  


 Storage 


 Established crypto 


periods  


 Replacement/rotation 


when the crypto period 


is reached 


 Escrow/backup  


 Examine 


documented key-


management 


procedures.  


 Observe key-


management 


activities.  


 Interview 


personnel.  


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for the creation, usage, and 


management of all keys used for their 3DS 


environment. 


AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM 


configurations. 
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 Key compromise and 


recovery  


 Emergency procedures 


to destroy and replace 


keys 


 Accountability and audit 


6.1.6 Cryptographic key-


management processes 


conform to recognized national 


or international key-


management standards. 


  


  


 Examine 


documented key-


management 


procedures.  


 Observe key-


management 


activities.  


 Interview 


personnel.  


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for the creation, usage, and 


management of all keys used for their 3DS 


environment. 


AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM 


configurations. 


6.1.7 Cryptographic keys are 


used only for their intended 


purpose, and keys used for 


3DS functions are not used for 


non-3DS purposes. 


  


 Examine 


documented key-


management 


procedures.  


 Interview 


personnel.  


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible that cryptographic keys are 


used only for their intended purpose, and 


keys used for 3DS functions are not used 


for other non-3DS purposes. 


AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM 


configurations. 


6.1.8 A trusted Certificate 


Authority is used to issue all 


digital certificates used for 3DS 


operations between 3DSS, 


ACS, and DS components. 


 Examine 


documented 


evidence of 


Certificate Authority 


validation (e.g., 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible ensuring trusted Certificate 


Authority is used to issue digital certificates 


between 3DS components. 
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  security 


assessments, 


certifications). 


 Observe 


implemented digital 


certificates. 


6.1.9 Audit logs are maintained 


for all key-management 


activities and all activities 


involving clear-text key 


components. The audit log 


includes:  


 Unique identification of 


the individual that 


performed each 


function  


 Date and time  


 Function being 


performed  


 Purpose 


 Success or Failure of 


activity 


 Examine 


documented key-


management 


procedures. 


 Examine audit logs.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining the below: 


 Audit logs for all key-management 


activities, and 


 Audit log for all activities involving 


clear-text key components. 


 


6.1.10 Incident response 


procedures include activities for 


reporting and responding to 


suspicious or confirmed key-


related issues. 


  


 Examine 


documented 


incident response 


procedures.  


 Interview 


personnel. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for documenting and 


implementing incident response 


procedures specific to key-related issues 


for 3DS environment. 
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P2–6.2 Secure Logical 


Access to HSMs (For ACS 


and DS only) 


          


6.2.1 Personnel with logical 


access to HSMs must be either 


at the HSM console or using an 


HSM non-console access 


solution that has been 


evaluated by an independent 


laboratory to comply with the 


following sections of the current 


version of ISO 13491: 


 Annex A – Section 


A.2.2: Logical security 


characteristics.  


 Annex D – Section D.2: 


Logical security 


characteristics. (Note: 


The use of single DEA 


message authentication 


codes is not permitted.) 


 Annex E – Section 


E.2.1: Physical security 


characteristics, and 


Section E.2.2 Logical 


security characteristics. 


(Note: Only random 


number generators 


meeting the 


 Examine systems 


configurations.  


 


If non-console access is 


used: 


 Examine 


documented 


evidence (e.g., lab 


certification letters, 


solution technical 


documentation, or 


vendor attestation) 


that the solution 


has been validated 


to applicable ISO 


requirements. 


 Observe 


implemented 


solution. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring and 


implementing the CloudHSM console or 


non-console access as per guidelines from 


AWS.  


If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, 


customers are required to ensure that 


other HSMs used comply with the 


sections within ISO 13491.  
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requirements of SP 


800-90A are allowed.) 


 Annex F – Section 


F.2.1: Physical security 


characteristics, and 


Section F.2.2 Logical 


security characteristics.  


 If digital signature 


functionality is 


provided: Annex G – 


Section G.2.1 General 


considerations, and 


Section G.2.2 Device 


management for digital 


signature verification. 


6.2.2 All non-console access to 


HSMs originates from a 3DE 


network(s). 


Examine network and 


system configuration 


settings. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring and 


implementing the CloudHSM non-console 


access within the 3DS environment as per 


guidelines from AWS. 


If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, 


customers are required to ensure 


policies are created to prevent console 


access into CDE. 


6.2.3 Devices used to provide 


personnel with non-console 


access to HSMs are secured as 


follows: 


 Observe locations 


of devices used for 


non-console 


access to HSMs.  


  
 


  AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring and 


implementing the CloudHSM non-console 


access within the 3DS environment. 
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 Located in a designated 


secure area or room that is 


monitored at all times. 


 Locked in 


room/rack/cabinet/ 


drawer/safe when not in 


use.  


 Physical access is 


restricted to authorized 


personnel and managed 


under dual control. 


 Authentication 


mechanisms (e.g., smart 


cards, dongles etc.) for 


devices with non-console 


access are physically 


secured when not in use. 


 Operation of the device 


requires dual-control and 


multifactor authentication. 


 Devices have only 


applications and software 


installed that is necessary. 


 Devices are verified as 


having up-to-date security 


configurations. 


 Devices cannot be 


connected to other 


networks while connected 


to the HSM. 


 Observe device 


configurations.  


 Observe HSM 


authentication 


mechanisms 
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 Devices are 


cryptographically 


authenticated prior to the 


connection being granted 


access to HSM functions. 


6.2.4 The loading and exporting 


of clear-text cryptographic keys, 


key components and/or key 


shares to/from the HSM is not 


performed over a non-console 


connection. 


Examine device 


configurations. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring and 


implementing the CloudHSM and key 


management as per instructions. AWS 


provides guidelines for CloudHSM and key 


management requirements. 


6.2.5 Activities performed via 


non-console access adhere to 


all other HSM and key-


management requirements. 


  


  


 Examine policies 


and procedures.  


 Interview 


personnel.  


 Examine HSM 


configurations and 


observe connection 


processes. 


  
 


 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for configuring and 


implementing the CloudHSM and key 


management activities performed via non-


console as per instructions. AWS provides 


guidelines for CloudHSM and key 


management requirements. 


P2–6.3 Secure Physical 


Access to HSMs (For ACS 


and DS only) 
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6.3.1 HSMs are stored in a 


dedicated area(s). 


  


 Examine 3DS 


device inventory.  


 Observe physical 


locations of HSMs.  


    
 


AWS: AWS maintains the CloudHSM 


inventory within the AWS PCI DSS 


environment.  Physical locations of 


CloudHSMs are managed by AWS. 


 


AWS Customers: AWS customers are 


responsible for maintaining the 3DS device 


inventory applicable for their 3DS 


environment. 


If customer opts for another HSM (not 


offered by AWS), customers are responsible 


for storage and physical access protection 


of those HSMs. 


 


6.3.2 Physical access to the 


HSMs is restricted to authorized 


personnel and managed under 


dual control. 


 Examine 


documented 


procedures. 


 Observe access 


controls. 


  
    AWS: AWS manages physical access to 


CloudHSM covered under PCI DSS 


physical security requirements. No AWS 


users have logical access to CloudHSM 


configured by customer for their 3DS 


environment. 


 


If customer opts for another HSM (not 


offered by AWS), customers are responsible 


for storage and physical access protection 


of those HSMs. 
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P2-7.1  Data center security      


7.1.1 ACS and DS systems are 


hosted in data center 


environments.  


Observe ACS/DS 


locations. 
  


    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.1.2 Data centers supporting 


ACS and DS are equipped with 


a positively controlled single-


entry portal (e.g., mantrap), 


that: 


 Requires positive 


authentication prior to 


granting entry; and 


 Grants entry to a single 


person for each positive 


authentication. 


Observe data center 


entry points.    
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.1.3 Doors to areas within the 


data center that contain 3DS 


systems are fitted with an 


electronic access control 


system (e.g., card reader, 


biometric scanner) that controls 


and records all entry and exit 


activities. 


  


 Observe all 


entrances to the 


3DE. 


 Examine audit logs 


and/or other access 


records. 


  
     AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 
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7.1.4 Multi-factor authentication 


is required for entry to 


telecommunications rooms that 


are not located within a secure 


data center. 


  


 Examine access 


controls.  


 Observe access 


events. 


  
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.1.5 Entry controls prevent 


piggy-backing by granting 


access to a single person at a 


time, with each person being 


identified and authenticated 


before access is granted. 


Observe personnel 


entering the data 


center.  


  
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.1.6 A physical intrusion-


detection system that is 


connected to the alarm system 


is in place. 


  


 Interview 


personnel.  


 Observe intrusion-


detection controls. 


  
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.1.7 Physical connection 


points leading into the 3DE are 


controlled at all times. 


Observe physical 


connection points.   
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


P2–7.2 CCTV           


7.2.1 CCTV cameras are 


located at all entrances and 


emergency exit points and 


 Observe all 


entrances and 
  


    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 
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capture identifiable images, at 


all times of the day and night. 


  


emergency exit 


points. 


 Examine CCTV 


footage. 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 


7.2.2 CCTV recordings are time 


stamped.  


Examine CCTV 


records.    
    AWS: AWS maintains the physical security 


and media handling controls for AWS data 


centers and colocations supporting the 


services included in the assessment. 
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			PCI 3DS RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY
October 15, 2020


			As of October 15, 2020 Coalfire, Systems, Inc. has validated that Amazon Web Services (AWS) completed their PCI 3DS Data Security Standards assessment and were found to be compliant with the standard. 
AWS does not perform the functions of 3DS Server (3DSS), 3DS Directory Server (DS), 3DS Access Control Server (ACS) directly. The customers do have the ability to host their 3DS environment on AWS using services such as Amazon EC2, Amazon ECS and Amazon VPC. Other AWS services can be configured to use by customer in their 3DS hosted environment.  
The following document describes the AWS 3DS assessment scope.  Additionally, it illustrates the PCI compliance responsibilities for AWS and customers use of AWS services. This document is intended to be used by AWS customers and their compliance advisors to understand the scope of the AWS 3DS assessment and expectations for responsibilities when using AWS services as part of the customer’s 3DS environment (3DE).
Customers and assessors should be familiar with AWS security best practices and recommendations (http://aws.amazon.com/security/). As with any infrastructure element, customers are responsible for using vendor provided security recommendations, features, and access controls.








3DS Responsibiities


			PCI 3DS RESPONSIBILITY


			As stated in the AWS 3DS Attestation of Compliance, AWS is compliant with all 3DS controls applicable for AWS environment. AWS provides coverage for part of the 3DS controls and is in compliance however 3DS customers utilizing AWS environment are responsible for most 3DS controls and their own 3DS compliance. Some 3DS requirements may be satisfied by the customer’s use of AWS services, but most requirements are either shared responsibilities between the AWS customer and AWS, or entirely the customer’s responsibility. The following two sections describe the responsibilities that AWS assumes for the services offered and the customer’s responsibilities when utilizing the in-scope AWS services.

PCI 3DS Part 1: 3DS Baseline Security Requirements
•	The AWS 3DE is part of the AWS cardholder data environment (CDE). AWS PCI DSS compliance satisfies AWS PCI 3DS Part 1. 
•	Customer is responsible for validation of 3DS Part 1 for their own 3DE. If the 3DE is hosted in AWS, please refer to the latest AWS Attestation of Compliance (AOC) and AWS PCI DSS responsibility matrix to understand the in-scope services to meet PCI 3DS Part 1 controls. The applicable services may require specific configurations, connectivity and architecture considerations to implement the services in a 3DE compliant manner.

PCI 3DS Part 2:  Security requirements to protect 3DS data and processes

The tabs for requirements in this sheet identifies if the responsibility is upon AWS, customer or shared. If the 3DE is hosted in AWS, please refer to the latest AWS Attestation of Compliance (AOC) and AWS PCI DSS responsibility matrix to understand the in-scope services to meet the Part 2 of 3DS controls. The applicable services may require specific configurations, connectivity and architecture considerations to implement the services in a 3DE compliant manner. Below requirements are fully a customer responsibility if AWS services or components are not used. 
1.	Secure Remote Access - Requirement 4.4.1:  If non-AWS components are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure the 3DS components do not use or connect to any wireless network.
2.	Data Transmission - Requirement 5.2: If non-AWS services are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure strong cryptography and security protocols are implemented to safeguard 3DS sensitive data during transmission.
3.	TLS configuration - Requirement 5.3: If non-AWS services are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure TLS configurations meet the allowed cipher suite criteria defined in the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification.
4.	Secure logical access to HSMs (ACS and DS only) - Requirement 6.2.1: If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, customers are required to ensure that other HSMs used comply with the sections within ISO 13491.
5.	Secure Physical Access to HSMs (For ACS and DS only) – Requirement 6.3.1, 6.3.2: If customer opts for another HSM (not offered by AWS), customers are responsible for storage and physical access protection of those HSMs.
Note:  Whether a 3DS entity is required to validate to PCI DSS, to the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard, or to both, is defined by individual payment brand compliance programs.








Disclaimer


			Proprietary and Confidential Information - Trade Secret ©2018 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates 


			Terms of Use for AWS PCI Responsibility Summary Spreadsheet: AWS Services, Regions, and Controls
 
This Excel spreadsheet was prepared by AWS for informational purposes only and was not subjected to any procedures by the auditor. It is provided as a courtesy to facilitate customers’ consideration and review of the AWS 3DS Responsibility Summary, but the spreadsheet does not replace and is separate from the AWS 3DS Responsibility Summary and the AWS 3DS AOC. Customers may use the spreadsheet in conjunction with the AWS 3DS Responsibility Summary and the AWS 3DS AOC solely to facilitate understanding elements of the report. The spreadsheet does not create any warranties, representations, contractual commitments, conditions or assurances from AWS, its affiliates, vendors or licensors.
 
By opening the embedded Excel spreadsheet, you accept and agree to these Terms of Use. If you do not wish to adhere to these Terms of Use, do not open, download, save, or otherwise access the Excel spreadsheet. 
 











Locations


			LIST OF DATA CENTERS IN SCOPE (City, Country)


			Alexandria, Australia


			Al Zallaq, Bahrain


			Amsterdam, Netherlands


			Anyang-si, South Korea


			Artarmon, Australia


			Ashburn, United States


			Askar, Bahrain


			Atlanta, United States


			Aubervilliers, France


			Baie-d'Urfe, Canada


			Banqiao District, Taiwan


			Barueri, Brazil


			Bengaluru, India


			Berlin, Germany


			Boardman, United States


			Bruce, Australia


			Boston, United States


			Broma, Sweden


			Canberra, Australia


			Campinas, Brazil


			Cape Town, South Africa


			Carrollton, United States


			Chai Wan, Hong Kong


			Chantilly, United States


			Chennai, India


			Chicago, United States


			Chuo-ku Osaka, Japan


			Clonshaugh, Ireland


			Columbus, United States


			Copenhagen, Denmark


			Dallas, United States


			Delhi, India


			Denver, United States


			Dubai, United Arab Emirates


			Dublin, Ireland


			Dublin, United States


			Eastern Creek, Australia


			El Segundo, United States


			Elk Grove Village, United States


			Espoo, Finland


			Frankfurt, Germany


			Fujairah, United Arab Emirates


			Goyang-si, South Korea


			Hamala, Bahrain


			Haymarket, United States


			Hayward, United States


			Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom


			Hermiston, United States


			Hillard, United States


			Hillsboro, United States


			Homebush Bay, Australia


			Houston, United States


			Hyderabad, India


			Inzai, Japan


			Irving, United States


			Jacksonville, United States


			Jersey City, United States


			Johannesburg, South Africa


			Jundiai, Brazil


			Jurong, Singapore


			Kansas City, United States


			Kista, Sweden


			Koto-ku, Japan


			Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia


			Kwai Chung, Hong Kong


			La Courneuve, France


			Las Vegas, United States


			LaSalle, Canada


			London, United Kingdom


			Los Angeles, United States


			Macquarie Park, Australia


			Madrid, Spain


			Manassas, United States


			Manila, Philippines


			Marcoussis, France


			Marseille, France


			Melbourne, Australia


			Miami, United States


			Milan, Italy


			Milpitas, United States


			Minneapolis, United States


			Montreal, Canada


			Mumbai, India


			Munich, Germany


			Navi Mumbai, India


			Neihu District, Taiwan


			New Albany, United States


			New York City, United States


			Newark, United States


			Noida, India


			Osaka, Japan


			Oslo, Norway


			Palermo, Italy


			Palo Alto, United States


			Paris, France


			Park West, Ireland


			Paya Lebar, Singapore


			Pemulwuy, Australia


			Perth, Australia


			Philadelphia, United States


			Phoenix, United States


			Pointe-Claire, Canada


			Portland, United States


			Prague, Czech Republic


			Reston, United States


			Richardson, United States


			Rio de Janeiro, Brazil


			Russelsheim, Germany


			Saint-Denis, France


			San Francisco, United States


			Santa Clara, United States


			Sao Paulo, Brazil


			Schiphol-Rijk, Netherlands


			Seattle, United States


			Secaucus, United States


			Seoul-si, South Korea


			Sha Tin, Hong Kong


			Slough, United Kingdom


			Smeaton Grange, Australia


			South Bend, United States


			Sterling, United States


			Stockholm, Sweden


			Sydney, Australia


			Stretford, United Kingdom


			Tallaght, Ireland


			Tama-City, Japan


			Tampines, Singapore


			Tempe, United States


			Tokyo, Japan


			Toronto, Canada


			Tseung Kwan O, Hong Kong


			Ultimo, Australia


			Umatilla, United States


			Vancouver, Canada


			Vasby, Sweden


			Vienna, United States


			Warsaw, Poland


			Yangcheon-gu, South Korea


			Yokohama, Japan


			Zurich, Switzerland


			* Note: There may be multiple data center locations under one City, Country that are not specified in this sheet.








3DS Req P2-1


			P2-1 Validate Scope: 
Scoping involves the identification of the facilities, people, processes, and technologies that interact with or could impact the security of 3DS data or systems. Once scope is properly identified, the appropriate security controls can be applied.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			Requirement P2-1. Validate scope


			P2–1.1 Scoping 


			1.1.1 All networks and system components in-scope for these PCI 3DS security requirements are identified.			Examine documented results of scope reviews.			A scope verification exercise includes identifying all locations and flows of
3DS data, as well as the systems performing 3DS functions (ACS, DS, and/or 3DSS) and any systems that are connected to or could impact the
3DE. Network mapping tools, data flow diagrams, and process documentation can often assist with this process. The scoping process should also include consideration of backup/recovery sites and fail-over systems.

The scoping exercise should also include identifying personnel with access to 3DS data, as well as the physical locations where 3DS systems are housed.

Validation of scope should be performed as frequently as needed to ensure the scope is known and scope documentation remains accurate and up to date. The results of scoping exercises should help to confirm that security controls are applied to all applicable systems, and that all connections to third-parties—for example, service providers and business partners—are identified and properly secured.												AWS: AWS does not directly store, process, or transmit 3DS data and only provides hosting services to its clients. All AWS PCI DSS environment is considered in scope for 3DS as AWS hosts the services for clients.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for defining and documenting the scope for PCI 3DS.


			1.1.2 All out-of-scope networks are identified with justification for being out of scope and descriptions of segmentation controls implemented.			Examine documented results of scope reviews. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for identifying out-of-scope networks and segmentation controls implemented.


						Examine data flow and network diagrams.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining data flow and network diagrams for their 3DS environment.


						Observe segmentation controls.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for ensuring segmentation is implemented as appropriate.


			1.1.3 All connected entities with access to the 3DS environments are identified.			Examine documentation.
Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for identifying the connected entities with access to their 3DS environment.








3DS Req P2-2


			P2-2. Security governance
A security governance program provides oversight and assurance that an entity’s information security strategies are aligned with its business objectives and adequately address risks to the entity’s data and systems.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2–2.1 Security governance


			2.1.1 Security objectives are aligned with business objectives.			Examine documentation.			The security objectives should be defined as part of an overarching security strategy that supports and facilitates business objectives. The security strategy should provide the foundation for the entity’s security policies and procedures and provide a benchmark against which the health of security controls is monitored and measured.												AWS: AWS has security governance process in place for AWS environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible defining security objectives as part of their governance process. 


			2.1.2 Responsibilities and accountability for meeting security objectives are formally assigned, including responsibilities for the security of 3DS processes.			Examine documentation.			The assignment of specific roles and responsibilities should include monitoring and measurement of performance to ensure security objectives are met. Roles and responsibilities may be assigned to a single owner or multiple owners for different aspects.
Ownership should be assigned to individuals with the authority to make risk-based decisions and upon whom accountability rests for the specific function. Duties should be formally defined, and owners should be able to demonstrate an understanding of their responsibilities and accountability												AWS: AWS has security governance process in place for AWS environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible defining security objectives and assigning responsibilities and accountability for meeting those objectives.


			2.1.3 Responsibility for identifying and addressing evolving risks is assigned.			Examine documentation.															AWS: AWS has security governance process in place for AWS environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for assigning the responsibility to identify and address evolving risks.


			P2–2.2 Manage Risk


			2.2.1 A formal risk-management strategy is defined.			Examine documentation.			The risk-management strategy defines a structured approach for identifying, evaluating, managing, and monitoring risk. The strategy should include requirements for regularly reviewing and updating the entity’s risk- assessment processes as well as methods to monitor the effectiveness of risk-mitigation controls.												AWS: AWS maintains formal risk management program for AWS environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting the risk management strategy for their 3DS environment. 


			2.2.2 The risk-management strategy is approved by authorized personnel and updated as needed to address changing risk environment.			Examine documentation.			The risk-management strategy should be approved by personnel with appropriate responsibly and accountability. (See Requirements P2-2.1.2 and P2-2.1.3.)												AWS: AWS maintains formal risk management program for AWS environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting the risk management strategy for their 3DS environment. 


			P2–2.3 Business as usual (BAU)


			2.3.1 Review and/or monitoring is performed periodically to confirm personnel are following security policies and procedures.			Examine evidence of reviews and/or ongoing monitoring.			Periodic reviews and/or ongoing monitoring of personnel and activities should ensure security is included as part of normal business operations on an ongoing basis. Reviews should be performed by responsible personnel as defined by the entity. The frequency of reviews should be defined in accordance with the entity’s risk assessments and be appropriate for the particular job function.												AWS: AWS is responsible for review and monitoring processes for their environment.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting security policies and procedures. 


			2.3.2 Processes to detect and respond to security control failures are defined and implemented			Examine documented processes.			The entity should be able to detect any failures in security controls and respond to them in a timely manner. Processes for responding to security control failures should include:
•      Restoring the security control
•      Identifying the cause of failure
•      Identifying and addressing any security issues that arose during the failure of the security control
•      Implementing mitigation (such as process or technical controls) to prevent the cause of the failure recurring
•      Resuming monitoring of the security control												AWS: AWS maintains the necessary security control failures detection and response processes.


						Observe implemented processes.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting security policies and procedures for their 3DS environment.


						Interview personnel.


			P2–2.4 Manage third-party relationships


			2.4.1 Policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships are maintained and implemented.			Examine documented policies/procedures.			Policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships should consider the risk that each relationship represents, as well as how third- party performance and behavior will be monitored. The policy should be kept up to date, approved by management, and communicated to applicable personnel.												AWS: AWS maintains policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining and implementing policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships.


			2.4.2 Due diligence is performed prior to any engagement with a third party.			Examine documented procedures. 			Due-diligence processes should include thorough vetting and a risk analysis prior to establishing a formal relationship with the third party. Specific due-diligence processes and goals will vary for each entity and should provide sufficient assurance that the third party can meet the entity’s security and operational needs.												AWS: AWS maintains policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships.


																					AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining and implementing policies and procedures that includes the due diligence steps for managing third-party relationships.


						  Examine results of due diligence efforts.															AWS: AWS maintains policies and procedures for managing third-party relationships.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining and implementing policies and procedures that includes the due diligence steps for managing third-party relationships.


			2.4.3 Security responsibilities are clearly defined for each third-party engagement.			Examine documentation. 			The specific approach for defining security responsibilities will depend on the type of service as well as the particular agreement between the entity and third party. The entity should have a clear understanding of the security responsibilities to be met by the third party and those to be met by the entity.												AWS: AWS manages responsibilities with third parties as part of the agreement. 


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for defining the security responsibilities for each third-party engagement.


			2.4.4 The 3DS entity periodically verifies that the agreed-upon responsibilities are being met.			Examine results of periodic verification. 			The specific type of evidence provided by the third party will depend on the agreement in place between the two parties. The evidence should provide assurance that the agreed-upon responsibilities are being met on a continual basis. The frequency of verification should be aligned with the entity’s risk analysis of the service being provided.												AWS: AWS manages responsibilities with third parties as part of the agreement.


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for verifying that the responsibilities are met for each third-party they engage with.


			2.4.5 Written agreements are maintained.			Examine documentation. 			Agreements should promote a consistent level of understanding between parties about their applicable responsibilities, and be acknowledged by each party. The acknowledgement evidences each party’s commitment to maintaining proper security in regard to the 3DS services.												AWS: AWS maintains written agreements with third parties. 


						Interview personnel.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining written agreement for their 3DS environment.








3DS Req P2-3


			P2-3 Protect 3DS systems and applications
To maintain the security of 3DS environments, controls need to be designed and implemented to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 3DS technologies, processes, and data.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2–3.1 Protect boundaries


			3.1.1 Traffic to and from ACS and DS is restricted to only that which is relevant to the 3DS functions.			Examine log files. 			The only permitted traffic should be for the purposes of 3DS transactions, or to support a 3DS function, or support the 3DS system component—for example, for security or management purposes. Systems within the 3DE should be limited to those necessary for performing or supporting 3DS functions.

All types of interfaces should be identified, including physical, logical, and virtual.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for security group definitions and network access control rules. AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services.


						Observe implemented controls.





			3.1.2 Traffic to and from ACS and DS is permitted only via approved interfaces.			 Examine log files. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for identifying and utilizing the approved interfaces. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			P2–3.2 Protect baseline configurations


			3.2.1 Controls are implemented to protect the confidentiality and integrity of system configurations and documentation that support security settings.			Examine log files. 			Examples of the types of files requiring protection include baseline configuration files, system build data, system images, and build procedures. The controls should protect both integrity and confidentiality of
such data, to prevent an attacker from changing the secure configuration of a 3DS system component, installing their own configuration, or using the information to identify security gaps they can then exploit.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing the controls to protect the confidentiality and integrity of system configurations. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			P2–3.3 Protect applications and application interfaces


			3.3.1 Applications and programs are protected from unauthorized changes once in a production state.			Examine log files.			Ensuring the integrity of applications and programs in production requires more than an effective change-control process. A combination of strict access controls, monitoring, and programmatic controls should be considered. Examples of additional mechanisms include software authentication codes, digitally signed modules, or execution within an SCD. The use of a protection technique is only effective if the system confirms
the results (for example, is the digital signature valid?) and acts on the results.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for ensuring applications and programs are protected from unauthorized changes once in production state. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			3.3.2 The mechanisms to protect applications and programs from unauthorized changes are monitored and maintained to confirm effectiveness.			Observe implemented controls for monitoring and maintaining protection mechanisms.			Protection mechanisms should be kept up to date and monitored to ensure they are working as intended and continue to be effective. Cryptographic techniques used for API code protection may require updating as computation capabilities and cryptanalysis improvements evolve.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for identifying mechanisms to protect applications and programs from unauthorized changes. The customers are responsible for monitoring and maintaining the mechanisms. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


			3.3.3 All APIs that interface with the 3DS environment are identified, defined, and tested to verify they perform as expected.			Examine network and data-flow diagrams. 			All exposed APIs need to be periodically reviewed and tested to ensure that they are functioning as intended. Use of industry best practices and guidance is recommended—for example, the OWASP REST (REpresentational State Transfer) Security Cheat Sheet provides best practices for REST-based services.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for identifying, defining APIs and the functional testing of APIs. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


						Examine results of testing.


			3.3.4 Controls are implemented to protect APIs exposed to untrusted networks.			Examine network and data-flow diagrams 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing the controls to protect APIs exposed to untrusted networks. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Examine results of testing


						Interview personnel.


			P2–3.4 Secure web configurations


			3.4.1 Only those HTTP request methods required for system operation are accepted. All unused methods are explicitly blocked.			Examine log files. 			All functionality not explicitly required for system operation should be disabled or blocked; and configurations should be designed to prevent common application attack scenarios such as XSS, Clickjacking, and injection attacks. Applications should be configured to restrict content and functionality from external sources to only that which is necessary for business purposes. If functionality or content from trusted external sources—for example, third-party websites—is necessary for business purposes, then those sources and the methods in which they are permitted to provide such content (e.g., as iframes, direct posts, etc.) should be explicitly authorized, and all other sources and methods blocked.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing the secure protocols. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel


			3.4.2 The use of HTTPS is enforced across all application pages/resources and all communications are prevented from being sent over insecure channels (e.g., HTTP).			Examine log files. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing the secure protocols. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			3.4.3 Applications (or the underlying systems) are configured to reject content provided by external sources by default. Exceptions are explicitly authorized.			Examine documented controls. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring the applications securely to meet the 3DS control. 


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			3.4.4 Applications are configured to prevent content from being embedded into untrusted third-party sites/applications. Exceptions are explicitly authorized.			Examine documented controls. 			Similarly, content provided by the 3DS provider should be prevented (to the extent possible) from being embedded in the sites of untrusted third
parties. Otherwise, those parties might use the content of the 3DS entity to impersonate the 3DS entity in an attempt to hijack 3DS transactions and/or commit fraud.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring the applications securely to meet the 3DS control.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			3.4.5 Security features native to the development framework and/or application platform are enabled (where feasible) to protect against common client-side attacks (such as XSS, Injection, etc.)			Examine documented controls. 			Native security functions are available in most modern development platforms and frameworks, and are effective at protecting against common client-side attacks without requiring additional security functionality to be written into the application code. Methods to restrict such content and functionality include the use of Content Security Policy (CSP) directives and HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS). Other security features native to the development framework that should be considered include automated compile-time security checks that are performed as part of the application build process.
Where native security controls such as those described above are not used, 3DS entities should document the controls that have been implemented to protect applications and systems from common client-side attacks (such as XSS, XSRF, Injection attacks, etc.) and provide justification for why native features were not used.												AWS: AWS native development framework meets the necessary controls.
AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible to maintain software development standards, change control, and vulnerability management programs aligned with other compliance framework to protect against common client-side attacks.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			P2–3.5 Maintain availability of 3DS operations 


			3.5.1 Availability mechanisms are implemented to protect against loss of processing capability within the 3DS infrastructure.			Examine documented controls.			3DS components should be architected with high availability as a key factor in the software, system, and infrastructure design to maintain the integrity of the 3DS ecosystem. Security policies should reflect availability requirements of 3DS components and security resources in support of 3DS platform and clusters—for example, review of catastrophic testing results, failover results, and change-control processes. The controls should ensure security resources are working correctly and according to policy within the respective testing processes.

The plan for availability should allow the entity to withstand denial-of- service (DoS) attacks that could force fallback to less secure verification methods or provide cover for other attacks against a system or the infrastructure. The implemented controls should demonstrably reduce this risk through, for example, a combination of fault-tolerance and rapid response/recovery capabilities as well as the use of application isolation, data and system restraints, and load balancing. Documentation and domain architectures should be reviewed for denial-of-service utilities and network load-balancing capabilities. Testing of back-up process and data should be performed.												AWS: AWS maintains availability zones, regions, and backups for customer’s AWS system components. AWS implements it based on the selection by customer.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are required to specify the zone or region to have the mechanism in place for protection against loss of processing capability within 3DS environment. 


						Observe implemented controls.





			3.5.2 The availability mechanisms implemented are monitored and maintained to confirm effectiveness.			Observe implemented controls for monitoring and maintaining the availability mechanisms.			The mechanisms intended to maintain availability of the 3DS infrastructure should be maintained and monitored to ensure they are working as intended and continue to be effective. Continuous monitoring of processing availability and rapid reporting of outages aid in timely response to potential failures.

Availability mechanisms and technologies evolve and may require periodic refresh. Additionally, the sophistication of attacks that may adversely impact availability or that may exploit a degraded system continues to evolve.												AWS: AWS maintains and monitors availability zones, regions, and backups for customer’s AWS system components. AWS implements it based on the selection by customer. 
AWS Customers: AWS customers are required to specify the zone or region to have the availability mechanism in place. 


						Interview personnel.











3DS Req P2-4


			P2-4. Secure logical access to 3DS systems
In addition to ensuring strong access controls and account management for the 3DS environment, certain types of access present a higher risk and require more stringent
controls to prevent them from being misused or compromised.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2–4.1 Secure connections for issuer and merchant customers


			4.1.1  Access by issuer and merchant users to their assigned issuer and merchant interfaces—for example, via API or web portal—for purposes of managing only their own account, is restricted to authorized personnel and requires a unique user ID with strong password and another form of strong authentication.			Examine documented procedures.			This requirement is intended for scenarios where the 3DS entity provides issuer and merchant users with access to 3DS services and data through defined issuer and merchant interfaces, such as an API or web portal. In this scenario, the issuer and merchant personnel require a unique user ID with a strong password and another form of strong authentication. Strong
authentication techniques should align with industry-accepted practices and may include:
•      One-time passcodes/passwords (OTP)
•      Certificate-based authentication (CBA/SAML) where a public and private key is unique to the authentication device and the person who
possesses it
•      Context-based authentication where additional information is required to verify whether a user’s identity is authentic
•      Restriction of connections to only predefined and authorized system components–e.g., via IP filtering or site-to-site VPN
These merchant/issuer users have access only to their own merchant/issuer account and are not able to access any other account or impact the configuration of any application, system component, or network. While multi-factor authentication is not required for this type of access, it is recommended.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for managing and implementing the strong authentication requirements for issuer and merchant users. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			P2-4.2 Secure internal network connections


			4.2.1 Multi-factor authentication is required for all personnel with non-console access to ACS, DS and 3DSS.			Examine documented procedures.			Multi-factor authentication (MFA) requires the completion of at least two different authentication methods—that is, something you know, something you have, and something you are—prior to access being granted. The authentication mechanisms used should be implemented to ensure their independence such that access to one factor does not grant access to any other factor, and the compromise of any one factor does not affect the integrity or confidentiality of any other factor. Additionally, no prior knowledge of the success or failure of any factor should be provided to the individual until all factors have been presented. Refer to industry standards and best practices for further guidance on MFA principles.

MFA can be applied at the network level, system level, or application level. For example, MFA could be applied when connecting to the 3DE secure network or network segment, or when connecting to an individual 3DS system component.

MFA is required for all personnel connections to the ACS, DS, and 3DSS that occur over a network interface. Examples of access include for purposes of maintenance, configuration, updating, administration, or general management of the 3DS component. MFA is not required for application or system accounts performing automated functions.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for managing and implementing the strong authentication requirements including multi-factor authentication for all personnel with non-console access to 3DS systems. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			P2–4.3 Secure remote access


			4.3.1 Multi-factor authentication is required for all remote access originating from outside the entity's network that provides access into the 3DE.			Examine documented procedures.			Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is required for all personnel—both user and administrator, and including third-party access for support or maintenance—accessing the 3DE from outside the entity’s network.

Where MFA is implemented to grant access to the 3DE, additional MFA is not required for access to individual systems or applications within the 3DE.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for managing and implementing the strong authentication requirements including multi-factor authentication for all remote access into the 3DE. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Observe implemented controls.


			4.3.2 Remote access to the 3DE is controlled and documented, including:			Examine policies and procedures.			Remote access processes should be fully documented to ensure access is only granted to users or systems that have been previously approved for such access. Disconnection of remote access sessions after a period of inactivity should be considered. Policies and operational procedures should be kept up to date so personnel understand the proper processes and to prevent unauthorized access to the network.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for managing and implementing the strong authentication requirements including remote access into the 3DE. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


			·       System components for which remote access is permitted			Observe remote access controls. 


			·       The location(s) from which remote access is permitted 			Interview personnel.


			·       The conditions under which remote access is acceptable 


			·       Individuals with remote access permission 


			·       The access privileges applicable to each authorized use


			4.3.3 Where remote access using personally owned devices is permitted, strict requirements for their use are defined and implemented to include:			Examine policies and procedures.			Remote access using a personally owned device should only be permitted under a strictly defined process that includes management approval and verification that the device could not impact the security of 3DS systems.

Devices should be verified as meeting at least the same rigor of security as defined in the entity’s security policies. Devices should be maintained and monitored via a centralized, secure device-management solution. Approval for the use of a personal device should be explicitly provided on a case-by- case basis, by an appropriate person who has assigned responsibilities for security. (See Requirement P2-2.1.2.)												AWS Customers: AWS customers are fully responsible for managing policies around user of personally owned devices used for remote access into 3DE.


			·       Device security controls are implemented and maintained as equivalent to corporate-owned devices.			Observe remote access controls. 


			·       Each device is explicitly approved by management.			Interview personnel.


			4.3.4 Remote access privileges are monitored and/or reviewed at least quarterly by an authorized individual to confirm access is still required. 			Examine documented processes. 			Remote access privileges should be regularly reviewed, at least quarterly, by an authorized individual. Documentation of reviews should be retained. Results of these reviews should include identification and removal of any unneeded or incorrect access, and should ensure that only individuals with a current business need are granted remote access.

Automated processes may be used to assist in reviewing access privileges—for example, to generate notifications when an account has not been used for a period of time. Organizational processes to actively review and change access when an individual changes job function can also assist.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for monitoring and reviewing the remote access privileges on a minimum of quarterly basis. If AWS services are utilized by customer to meet this control, AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of services or products.


						Examine evidence of monitoring and/or reviews. 


						Interview personnel.


			P2–4.4 Restrict Wireless Exposure


			P2-4.4 Restrict Wireless Exposure


			4.4.1 3DS components (ACS, DS, 3DSS) do not use or connect to any wireless network.			Examine network diagrams.			To prevent 3DS components from being exposed to wireless networks, wireless-enabled devices should not be present within the 3DE.
Additionally, ACS, DS, and 3DSS system components should not use or be connected to any wireless-enabled components.

Any wireless networks and devices used or supported by the 3DS entity— for example, for remote users—should be properly secured and configured in accordance with industry standards.												AWS: AWS maintains the perimeter firewalls and controls traffic between wireless networks and systems in AWS data centers. 


						Observe implemented controls. 															If non-AWS components are used by customer, it will be customers responsibility to ensure the 3DS components do not use or connect to any wireless network.


						Interview personnel.


			P2–4.5 Secure VPNs


			4.5.1 All VPNs that provide access to 3DE are properly configured to provide strong security communications and protect against eavesdropping, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks.			Examine configuration standards.			VPN configurations should be reviewed against industry-recommended implementations to verify security features are enabled. Use of a trusted CA, a third party that utilizes a chain-of-trust model to provide assurance for a particular certificate, is recommended. If an internal CA is used the internal CA also needs to be verified as meeting industry requirements such as TS101456.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring the VPN for access into the 3DE. AWS provides guidance documentation for configuration of VPN.


						Observe VPN controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			Requirement P2-5. Protect 3DS data








3DS Req P2-5


			P2-5. Protect 3DS data
Minimizing the distribution and amount of data to only that which is necessary helps to reduce the risk of data exposure. The use of data- specific controls provides a critical layer of protection when data is exposed to public or untrusted environments, and can also protect data in trusted environments in the event other security controls are circumvented.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2–5.1 Data lifecycle


			5.1.1 Policies and procedures for usage, flow, retention, and disposal of 3DS data are maintained and implemented.			Examine documented policies.			Policies should address protection of 3DS data throughout its lifecycle and be based on data sensitivity and legal and business requirements. Protection for data in transit, persistent storage, temporary storage, and memory should be defined. Documentation should explain the purpose, scope, retention goals, disposal requirements, and applicable legal and business requirements. Local or applicable laws supersede any defined practices regarding data storage—for example, PII Laws and breach notification laws should be included in data-classification and retention policies. Data should be classified according to its security need.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for development of policies and procedures for managing 3DS data. 


						Examine evidence of data usage, flow, retention and disposal. 


						Interview personnel.


			5.1.2 3DS data is retained only as necessary and securely purged when no longer needed.			Examine data retention schedule and data disposal process.			Data-retention schedules should be defined to identify what data needs to be retained, for how long, where that data resides, and procedures for its secure destruction as soon as it is no longer needed.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for development of policies and procedures for managing 3DS data.


						Interview personnel.


						Observe data storage.


			P2–5.2 Data transmission


			5.2.1 Strong cryptography and security protocols are used to safeguard 3DS sensitive data during transmission.			Examine documentation describing methods for encrypting data.			Controls should be applied at all interfaces and locations where 3DS sensitive data (as defined in the PCI 3DS Data Matrix) is transmitted or received. This includes all transmissions over open or public networks, internal networks, and transmissions within and between 3DS system domains. 3DS sensitive data should be protected to a level that is at least equivalent to that identified in Annex D of the current version of EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification.

Secure transmission of 3DS data requires use of trusted keys/certificates,
a secure protocol for transport, and strong cryptography to encrypt the 3DS data. Connection requests from systems that do not support the required encryption strength, and that would result in an insecure connection,
should not be accepted.												AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols. 


						Examine configuration standards.


						Observe implemented controls.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and security protocols for the applications or servers the 3DS environment is dependent on. 


			5.2.2 Fallback to insecure cryptographic protocols and configurations is not permitted.			Examine documentation describing methods for encrypting data.															AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols. 


						Examine configuration standards.


						Observe implemented controls.															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and security protocols and ensuring fallback is not possible to insecure protocols or configurations.


			P2–5.3 TLS configuration 


			5.3.1 All TLS communications between ACS, DS and 3DSS for purposes of 3DS transmissions use only allowed cipher suites, as defined in the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification.			Examine configuration standards and TLS configurations. 			Refer to Annex D, “Approved Transport Layer Security Versions,” in the current version of the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification, to identify those cipher suites that shall be supported and those that must not be offered or supported. The Implementation Notes in Annex D may also contain additional considerations for TLS implementations.
The use of 3DES and SHA-1 should be phased out, as they may be deprecated in future versions of the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification.												AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and allowed cipher suites for TLS communications as defined in the standard 


						Observe TLS communications.





			5.3.2 3DS components (ACS, DS, and 3DSS) do not offer or support any cipher suite that identified as ”not supported” in the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification.			Examine configuration standards and TLS configurations. 															AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and allowed cipher suites for TLS communications as defined in the standard.


						Observe TLS communications.





			5.3.3 TLS configurations do not support rollback to unapproved algorithms, key sizes, or implementations.			Examine configuration standards and TLS configurations. 			TLS configurations may not support rollback to unapproved algorithms, key sizes, or implementations.												AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and allowed cipher suites for TLS communications as defined in the standard. 


						Observe TLS communications.





			5.3.4 Controls are in place to monitor TLS configurations to identify configuration changes and to ensure secure TLS configuration is maintained.			Observe implemented controls for monitoring and maintaining TLS configurations.			A combination of tools and processes should be considered to ensure an appropriate level of monitoring is implemented. Examples of controls include real-time monitoring, change-detection software, and analysis of audit logs. Continuous monitoring is recommended to prevent, detect, and allow timely response to unauthorized modifications or use of non- permitted configurations. The implemented controls should provide continued assurance that TLS is properly configured and using only approved cipher suites.												AWS:  If AWS services are used for routing traffic, AWS provides options to configure strong cryptography and security protocols.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for implementing strong cryptography and allowed cipher suites for TLS communications as defined in the standard.


						Interview personnel.





			P2–5.4 Data Storage 


			5.4.1 Storage of 3DS sensitive data is limited to only permitted data elements.			Examine data flows and 3DS transaction processes.			The PCI 3DS Data Matrix identifies storage restrictions for 3DS sensitive data elements. Where storage of a particular data element is not permitted, the 3DS entity should be able to confirm that the data element is not stored to any persistent media—including to any hard drive, portable media or other data storage device—for any period of time or for any reason. The presence of these data elements in volatile memory is permitted as needed for 3DS transaction purposes; however, controls should be implemented to prevent data in memory being inadvertently copied to persistent media.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting the data flows and 3DS transaction processes. Customers are responsible for implementing the controls and configurations for storage of 3DS sensitive data. If AWS services are utilized for protection of 3DS sensitive data, AWS provides the necessary documentation for configuration purposes





						Observe data storage.


			5.4.2 Strong cryptography is used to protect any permitted storage of 3DS sensitive data.			Examine documentation describing methods for protecting stored data.			3DS sensitive data—as identified in the PCI 3DS Data Matrix—should be protected wherever it is stored, using industry-recognized methods for strong cryptography. The cryptographic control may be applied either to the individual data elements or to the entire data packet or file that contains the data element. For example, where an element of 3DS sensitive data is contained in a transaction log with other data, encryption may be applied to the entire log or to only the sensitive data elements within the log.

Strong cryptographic controls include one-way hash functions that use an appropriate algorithm and a strong input variable, such as a “salt.” Hash functions are appropriate when there is no need to retrieve the original data, as one-way hashes are irreversible. Alternatively the data can be protected using cryptography based on an industry-tested and accepted algorithm (not a proprietary or "home-grown" algorithm) with strong cryptographic keys. Associated key-management processes and procedures are defined in Requirement P2-6. Refer to industry standards and best practices for information on strong cryptography and secure protocols (e.g., NIST SP 800-52 and SP 800-57, OWASP, etc.).												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting the data flows and 3DS transaction processes. Customers are responsible for implementing the controls and configurations for storage and protection of 3DS sensitive data. If AWS services are utilized for protection of 3DS sensitive data, AWS provides the necessary documentation for configuration purposes.


						Observe implemented controls and configurations.


			P2–5.5 Monitor 3DS transactions 


			5.5.1 3DS transactions are monitored to identify, log, and alert upon anomalous activity.			Examine documented procedures and configuration standards. 			Maintaining a baseline of normal 3DS traffic and transaction patterns will assist in identifying anomalous behaviors and developing use cases. All identified deviations should be ranked by risk level and responded to accordingly. In addition to real-time monitoring and analysis, frequent reviews of network traffic and correlation of audit logs may identify potentially suspicious activity.

Response processes should include specific investigative activities, escalation, and notification, in accordance with the entity’s incident response plan.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting procedures, examination of logs and alerts for anomalous activities. If AWS services are utilized for monitoring 3DS transactions, AWS provides the necessary documentation for configuration purposes.


						Examine log files.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			5.5.2 Anomalous or suspicious transaction activity is investigated and addressed in a timely manner. 			Examine documented procedures and configuration standards. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting procedures, examination of logs, investigating and addressing the suspicious transaction activities. If AWS services are utilized for monitoring 3DS transactions, AWS provides the necessary documentation for configuration purposes.


						Examine log files.


						Observe implemented controls. 


						Interview personnel.


			Requirement P2-6. Cryptography and Key Management








3DS Req P2-6


			P2-6 Cryptography and Key Management
Proper management and use of cryptographic keys is critical to the continued security of any encryption implementation. Strong key- management practices prevent unauthorized or unnecessary access to the keys, which in turn could result in exposure of keys and compromise of data the keys are intended to protect.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2–6.1 Key management 


			6.1.1 Policies and procedures for managing cryptographic processes and keys are maintained and implemented.			Examine documented policies and procedures. 			Policies should cover all cryptographic keys and processes used to protect the confidentiality and integrity of 3DS data and messages during transmission and storage, as well as all respective key-encrypting keys. Cryptographic key-management processes should be monitored and maintained to ensure adherence to the defined policies.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining appropriate data retention policies and procedures, encryption technologies and key management processes in accordance with 3DS standards.

AWS offers CloudHSM options for key management activities that are FIPS 140-2 Level 3 certified.

AWS customers are responsible for the creation, usage, and management of encryption keys in accordance with 3DS standards.


						Interview personnel.








			6.1.2 For ACS and DS only: All key management activity for specified cryptographic keys (as defined in the PCI 3DS Data Matrix) is performed using an HSM that is either: 			Examine documented key-management procedures.			The requirement to use an HSM applies to ACS and DS entities. The PCI
3DS Data Matrix identifies 3DS cryptographic key types required to be managed in an HSM. Key-management activities include key-encryption and decryption operations, as well as key lifecycle functions such as key generation and storage.

The HSM approval documentation verifies the HSM is either:
•      Listed on the NIST Cryptographic Module Validation Program (CMVP) list, with a valid listing number, and approved to FIPS 140-2 Level 3 (overall) or higher. Refer to http://csrc.nist.gov.
•      Listed on the PCI SSC website, with a valid PCI SSC listing number, as an Approved PCI PTS Device under the approval class “HSM.”

While an HSM is required only for the keys specified in the PCI 3DS Data
Matrix, use of an HSM for other 3DS keys is strongly recommended. All
3DS keys should be evaluated in accordance with the 3DS entity’s risk- management policy to determine whether they should be managed in an HSM.

It is not required that 3DSS entities use an HSM to manage 3DS keys; however it is strongly recommended. 3DSS entities are subject to all other key management requirements in this standard.												AWS: AWS offers CloudHSM options for key management activities that are FIPS 140-2 Level 3 certified.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining appropriate data retention policies and procedures, encryption technologies and key management processes in accordance with 3DS standards.

AWS customers are responsible for configuring the CloudHSM in accordance with the security policy and AWS guidelines.


			·       FIPS 140-2 Level 3 (overall) or higher certified, or 			Interview personnel.


			·       PCI PTS HSM approved.





			6.1.3 For ACS and DS only: The HSM is deployed securely, in accordance with the security policy, as follows:			Examine HSM approval documentation / security policy (as applicable). 			An integral component of a PCI PTS or FIPS certification is the HSM security policy, which defines how to configure and operate the HSM in accordance with the certification.
The security policy enforced by the HSM should not allow unauthorized or unnecessary functions. HSM API functionality and commands that are not required to support specified functionality should be disabled before the HSM is commissioned. When HSMs are connected to online systems, controls should be in place to prevent the HSM being used to perform privileged or sensitive functions that are not available during routine HSM operations. Examples of sensitive functions include but are not limited to: loading of key components, outputting clear-text key components, and altering HSM configuration.												AWS: AWS offers CloudHSM options for key management activities that are FIPS 140-2 Level 3 certified.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring the CloudHSM in accordance with the security policy and AWS guidelines.
AWS CloudHSM Security Policies: https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Cryptographic-Module-Validation-Program/Certificate/3254


			·       If FIPS-approved HSMs are used, the HSM uses the FIPS-approved cryptographic primitives, data-protection mechanisms, and key-management processes for account data decryption and related processes.			Observe HSM configurations.


			·       If PCI PTS-approved HSMs are used, the HSM is configured to operate in accordance with the security policy that was included in the PTS HSM approval, for all operations (including algorithms, data protection, key management, etc.).


			6.1.4 A documented description of the cryptographic architecture exists that includes: 			Examine documented description of the cryptographic architecture.			Cryptographic keys must be stored and functions handled securely to prevent unauthorized or unnecessary access that could result in the exposure of keys and compromise cardholder data												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for the creation, usage, and management of all keys used for their 3DS environment. AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM configurations.


			·       Description of the usage for all keys			Interview personnel.


			·       Details of all keys used by each HSM (if applicable)			Examine HSM approval documentation.


			6.1.5 Cryptographic keys are securely managed throughout the cryptographic lifecycle including: 			Examine documented key-management procedures. 			A good key-management process, whether manual or automated, is based on industry standards and addresses all elements of the key lifecycle. Applicable standards include NIST Special Publication 800-57 (all parts), Special Publication 800-130, ISO 11568, and ISO/IEC 11770—including associated normative references cited within as applicable. For example, the generation and use of deterministic random numbers should conform to NIST Special Publication 800-90A, ISO/IEC 18031, or equivalent.

Keys should only be distributed in a secure manner, never in the clear, and only to designated custodians or recipients. Procedures for distribution apply both within the entity and across 3DS domains. Secret and private keys should be encrypted with a strong key-encrypting key that is stored separately, or be stored within a secure cryptographic device (such as a HSM), or be stored as at least two full-length key components or key shares, in accordance with an industry-accepted method. The existence of clear-text keys during data-encryption/decryption operations should be limited to the minimum time needed for its purpose—for example, where clear-text keys may temporarily exist in memory, they should be securely purged from memory upon completion of the encryption/decryption operation.

A crypto period should be identified for each key based on a risk assessment, and keys changed when this period is reached. Additionally, keys should be destroyed and replaced immediately upon suspicion of a compromise.

Secure key-management practices include minimizing access to keys to the fewest number of custodians necessary, enforcing split knowledge and dual control for activities involving clear-text keys or key components, and defining roles and responsibilities for key custodians and key managers.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for the creation, usage, and management of all keys used for their 3DS environment.

AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM configurations.


			·       Generation 			Observe key-management activities. 


			·       Distribution/conveyance 			Interview personnel.


			·       Storage


			·       Established crypto periods 


			·       Replacement/rotation when the crypto period is reached


			·       Escrow/backup 


			·       Key compromise and recovery 


			·       Emergency procedures to destroy and replace keys


			·       Accountability and audit


			6.1.6 Cryptographic key-management processes conform to recognized national or international key-management standards.			Examine documented key-management procedures. 															AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for the creation, usage, and management of all keys used for their 3DS environment.

AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM configurations.



						Observe key-management activities. 


						Interview personnel.


			6.1.7 Cryptographic keys are used only for their intended purpose, and keys used for 3DS functions are not used for non-3DS purposes.			Examine documented key-management procedures. 			Cryptographic keys should only be used for the purpose they were intended—for example, a key-encryption key should never be used to encrypt 3DS sensitive data. Similarly, public and private keys should only be used for a single defined purpose—private keys should be used either for decryption or for creating digital signatures, and public keys used only for encryption or for verifying digital signatures.

Keys used to protect 3DS transactions or data should not be used for any business function other than their 3DS purpose.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible that cryptographic keys are used only for their intended purpose, and keys used for 3DS functions are not used for other non-3DS purposes.

AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM configurations.


						Interview personnel.


			6.1.8 A trusted Certificate Authority is used to issue all digital certificates used for 3DS operations between 3DSS, ACS, and DS components.			Examine documented evidence of Certificate Authority validation (e.g., security assessments, certifications).			Entities need to ensure that the Certificate Authority (CA) that they use has robust security controls to ensure the security of 3DS protocols and to
verify a chain of trust. Refer to Section 6.1, “Links,” in the current version of the EMV® 3DS Protocol and Core Functions Specification to identify connections between 3DSS, ACS, and DS components that require digital certificates. The CA could be approved by a payment brand or could undergo a security assessment, conducted by the entity or other third
party, against an industry-standard framework such as ISO 27001. The
assessment should confirm the CA has robust controls around security, processing integrity, confidentiality, online privacy, and availability. Entities can also leverage WebTrust, an assurance service jointly developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA).												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible ensuring trusted Certificate Authority is used to issue digital certificates between 3DS components.


						Observe implemented digital certificates.


			6.1.9 Audit logs are maintained for all key-management activities and all activities involving clear-text key components. The audit log includes: 			Examine documented key-management procedures.			Recording the function or key-management activity being performed (for example, key loading), and the purpose of the affected key (for example,
3DS data encryption) provides the entity with a complete and concise record of key-management activities. Identifying whether the activity resulted in success or failure confirms the status upon conclusion of the activity. By recording these details for the auditable events, a potential compromise can be quickly identified with sufficient detail to know who, what, where, when, and how.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining the below:


			·       Unique identification of the individual that performed each function 			Examine audit logs. 															·       Audit logs for all key-management activities, and


			·       Date and time 			Interview personnel.															·       Audit log for all activities involving clear-text key components.


			·       Function being performed 


			·       Purpose


			·       Success or Failure of activity


			6.1.10 Incident response procedures include activities for reporting and responding to suspicious or confirmed key-related issues.			Examine documented incident response procedures. 			The appropriate personnel should be notified immediately of any breach impacting the keys. Documented procedures should explain how this issue would be escalated for further investigation and resolution, including initiation of the entity’s incident response procedures.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for documenting and implementing incident response procedures specific to key-related issues for 3DS environment.


						Interview personnel.


			P2–6.2 Secure Logical Access to HSMs (For ACS and DS only)


			6.2.1 Personnel with logical access to HSMs must be either at the HSM console or using an HSM non-console access solution that has been evaluated by an independent laboratory to comply with the following sections of the current version of ISO 13491:			Examine systems configurations. 			HSMs have high security needs, and additional controls are necessary to restrict and protect logical access to these systems. If personnel have network (non-console) access to HSMs, the security of the HSM non- console access solution is critical to the overall security of the HSM itself. Examples of personnel access include for purposes of maintenance, configuration, updating, administration, and general management of the HSM. Use of non-console access solution is not required for application or system accounts performing automated functions.

An HSM non-console access solution is typically comprised of both hardware components (for example, network appliances and smart cards) and software components (for example, client-side applications) that define and manage how non-console access is handled. For additional assurance that only authorized persons can access the HSM, the use of multi-factor authentication for all personnel access should also be considered.

An independent laboratory is one that is organizationally independent of
the non-console management solution vendor and is not otherwise subject to any commercial, financial, or other commitment that might influence its evaluation of the vendor’s product.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring and implementing the CloudHSM console or non-console access as per guidelines from AWS. 


			·       Annex A – Section A.2.2: Logical security characteristics. 																		If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, customers are required to ensure that other HSMs used comply with the sections within ISO 13491. 


			·       Annex D – Section D.2: Logical security characteristics. (Note: The use of single DEA message authentication codes is not permitted.)			If non-console access is used:
- Examine documented evidence (e.g., lab certification letters, solution technical documentation, or vendor attestation) that the solution has been validated to applicable ISO requirements.
- Observe implemented solution.


			·       Annex E – Section E.2.1: Physical security characteristics, and Section E.2.2 Logical security characteristics. (Note: Only random number generators meeting the requirements of SP 800-90A are allowed.)


			·       Annex F – Section F.2.1: Physical security characteristics, and Section F.2.2 Logical security characteristics. 


			·       If digital signature functionality is provided: Annex G – Section G.2.1 General considerations, and Section G.2.2 Device management for digital signature verification.


			6.2.2 All non-console access to HSMs originates from a 3DE network(s).			Examine network and system configuration settings.			To ensure that non-console access to HSMs originates from a secure location, such access may only be provided to systems located within a
3DS environment (3DE) that is protected in accordance with the requirements in this standard.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring and implementing the CloudHSM non-console access within the 3DS environment as per guidelines from AWS.


																					If AWS CloudHSM is not utilized, customers are required to ensure policies are created to prevent console access into CDE.


			6.2.3 Devices used to provide personnel with non-console access to HSMs are secured as follows:			Observe locations of devices used for non-console access to HSMs. 			The term “devices” refers to the endpoint device (for example, a PC, laptop, terminal, or secure cryptographic device) that an individual is using to access the HSM via a non-console connection. The implemented physical and logical security controls should provide assurance that devices are being used only as intended, and only by authorized personnel. The specific security configurations for each device will depend on its particular technology and function. In order to prevent malicious individuals from “piggy-backing” on an authorized connection, devices should only be connected to the network used to access the HSM. For example, connectivity on multi-homed devices should be disabled for all but the interface accessing the HSM, and any VPN/SSH tunnels to other networks should be closed before opening a tunnel to the HSM.

Methods to verify that only authorized devices are permitted to connect to the HSM can include digital signatures and other cryptographic techniques.

All non-console access to HSMs should occur only over a secure communication channel, such as a VPN that meets Requirement 4.4.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring and implementing the CloudHSM non-console access within the 3DS environment.


			·       Located in a designated secure area or room that is monitored at all times.			Observe device configurations. 


			·       Locked in room/rack/cabinet/ drawer/safe when not in use. 			Observe HSM authentication mechanisms


			·       Physical access is restricted to authorized personnel and managed under dual control.


			·       Authentication mechanisms (e.g., smart cards, dongles etc.) for devices with non-console access are physically secured when not in use.


			·       Operation of the device requires dual-control and multifactor authentication.


			·       Devices have only applications and software installed that is necessary.


			·       Devices are verified as having up-to-date security configurations.


			·       Devices cannot be connected to other networks while connected to the HSM.


			·       Devices are cryptographically authenticated prior to the connection being granted access to HSM functions.


			6.2.4 The loading and exporting of clear-text cryptographic keys, key components and/or key shares to/from the HSM is not performed over a non-console connection.			Examine device configurations.			Non-console access to HSMs should only be used for the purpose of HSM maintenance/administration. Because the loading and export of clear-text keys, key components, and key shares requires a higher assurance of physical security, all such activities are required to be performed at the HSM.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring and implementing the CloudHSM and key management as per instructions. AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM and key management requirements.


			6.2.5 Activities performed via non-console access adhere to all other HSM and key-management requirements.			Examine policies and procedures. 			If personnel are not physically at the HSM console, additional controls may be necessary to ensure that the 3DS entity’s policies and procedures around key management and HSM usage are adhered to. For example, if the ability to access an HSM function or key-management activity requires dual control, and the activity or function can be accessed by personnel physically at the HSM console or over a non-console (network) connection, the requirements for dual control need to be enforced over both methods of access.												AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for configuring and implementing the CloudHSM and key management activities performed via non-console as per instructions. AWS provides guidelines for CloudHSM and key management requirements.


						Interview personnel. 


						Examine HSM configurations and observe connection processes.


			P2–6.3 Secure Physical Access to HSMs (For ACS and DS only)


			6.3.1 HSMs are stored in a dedicated area(s).			Examine 3DS device inventory. 			Physical access to HSMs requires passing an additional physical control— e.g., via locked cabinets or cages, or a separate secure room. HSMs could be in multiple racks within the same dedicated physical space, or in one or more dedicated rooms, and so on.

Where HSMs are in a data center managed by the 3DS entity, the HSMs should be in a space dedicated to HSMs and HSM-management devices. Where a 3DS entity’s HSMs are in a shared data center, such as a co- location facility, the 3DS entity’s HSMs should be in a space that is dedicated to the entity’s systems and is physically separate from all other customers of the co-location facility.

Dual control requires two or more people to perform a function, and no single person can access or use the authentication materials of another.												AWS: AWS maintains the CloudHSM inventory within the AWS PCI DSS environment.  Physical locations of CloudHSMs are managed by AWS.

AWS Customers: AWS customers are responsible for maintaining the 3DS device inventory applicable for their 3DS environment.

If customer opts for another HSM (not offered by AWS), customers are responsible for storage and physical access protection of those HSMs.


						Observe physical locations of HSMs. 








			6.3.2 Physical access to the HSMs is restricted to authorized personnel and managed under dual control.			Examine documented procedures.															AWS: AWS manages physical access to CloudHSM covered under PCI DSS physical security requirements. No AWS users have logical access to CloudHSM configured by customer for their 3DS environment.

If customer opts for another HSM (not offered by AWS), customers are responsible for storage and physical access protection of those HSMs.


						Observe access controls.











3DS Req P2-7


			P2-7 Physically secure 3DS systems
As ACS and DS systems are critical components of the 3DS infrastructure, they require a secure facility with elevated physical security controls to restrict, manage, and monitor all physical access.


			3DS PART 2 CORE SECURITY STANDARD REQUIREMENTS			VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS			GUIDANCE			CONTROL									SUMMARY


												AWS			CLIENT			SHARED


			P2-7.1  Data center security


			7.1.1 ACS and DS systems are hosted in data center environments. 			Observe ACS/DS locations.			Data centers should apply controls across a number of levels—for example, door-entry controls may be applied at room level within the data center, at an outer level that must be passed through to access the data center, or a combination of both. Some controls may also be applied at rack level—for example, where the 3DS component is in a secured rack. However the controls are implemented, they must ensure that access to the 3DS component is controlled and monitored as defined in these requirements.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.





			7.1.2 Data centers supporting ACS and DS are equipped with a positively controlled single-entry portal (e.g., mantrap), that:			Observe data center entry points. 			A positively controlled mantrap is typically a small room with an entry door on one wall and an exit door on the opposite wall. One door of a mantrap cannot be unlocked and opened until the opposite door has been closed and locked.

Access controls can be a combination of automated (for example, electronic access cards and physical barriers) and manual (for example, a human security guard performing visual verification and confirmation of identity). These controls ensure that the second door is not opened until authentication is complete, and that only one individual is provided access per authentication.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.


			·       Requires positive authentication prior to granting entry; and


			·       Grants entry to a single person for each positive authentication.


			7.1.3 Doors to areas within the data center that contain 3DS systems are fitted with an electronic access control system (e.g., card reader, biometric scanner) that controls and records all entry and exit activities.			Observe all entrances to the 3DE.			Electronic access-control systems, such as a keypad with individually assigned PIN codes or individually assigned access cards, provide assurance that the individual gaining access is who they claim to be. To provide additional protection against the unauthorized use of an individual’s credential, multi-factor authentication should be considered.												 AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.


						Examine audit logs and/or other access records.


			7.1.4 Multi-factor authentication is required for entry to telecommunications rooms that are not located within a secure data center.			Examine access controls. 			A telecommunications room is a room or space where communications are consolidated and distributed. Telecommunications rooms typically house communications equipment (such as switches and routers), cable termination points, and cross-connects serving a specific area and/or floor. Examples of multi-factor authentication for physical access include use of an access card with PIN/passcode and use of an access card with a biometric reader. Visual verification of government-issued photo ID by an authorized guard at the entry point may also be acceptable as one of the two factors.

Multi-factor authentication is not required for physical access to telecommunications rooms housed within a data center environment that meets the requirements in this standard.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.


						Observe access events.


			7.1.5 Entry controls prevent piggy-backing by granting access to a single person at a time, with each person being identified and authenticated before access is granted.			Observe personnel entering the data center. 			Each individual is identified and authenticated before being granted access to the 3DS data centers. These controls provide assurance that the identity of every individual in the data center is known at any given time.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.





			7.1.6 A physical intrusion-detection system that is connected to the alarm system is in place.			Interview personnel. 			To be effective, an intrusion-detection system should be activated whenever the 3DS environment is intended to be unoccupied. The intrusion-detection system may be activated automatically or via manual process.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.


						Observe intrusion-detection controls.


			7.1.7 Physical connection points leading into the 3DE are controlled at all times.			Observe physical connection points.			Securing networking and communications hardware prevents malicious users from intercepting network traffic or physically connecting their own devices to wired network resources.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.





			P2–7.2 CCTV


			7.2.1 CCTV cameras are located at all entrances and emergency exit points and capture identifiable images, at all times of the day and night.			Observe all entrances and emergency exit points.			The cameras need to be able to identify individuals physically entering and exiting the area, even during dark periods, as this provides valuable information in the event of an investigation.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.


						Examine CCTV footage.


			7.2.2 CCTV recordings are time stamped. 			Examine CCTV records. 			Clocks need to be properly synchronized to ensure the captured images can be correlated to create an accurate record of the sequence of events. Synchronization may use automated or manual mechanisms.												AWS: AWS maintains the physical security and media handling controls for AWS data centers and colocations supporting the services included in the assessment.
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Section 1: 3DS Assessment Information  
Instructions for Submission 
This Attestation of Compliance must be completed as a declaration of the results of the 3DS entity’s assessment 
with the PCI 3DS Security Requirements and Assessment Procedures for EMV® 3-D Secure Core Components: 
ACS, DS, and 3DS Server (PCI 3DS Core Security Standard). Complete all sections.  The 3DS entity is 
responsible for ensuring that each section is completed by the relevant parties, as applicable. Contact the 
payment brands for PCI 3DS reporting and submission procedures. 


Part 1.  3DS Entity and 3DS Assessor Information 
Part 1a. 3DS Entity Organization Information 


Company Name: Amazon Web Services, 
Inc. 


DBA (doing 
business as): 


Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) 


Contact Name: Chad Woolf Title:  VP, AWS Security 


Telephone: N/A E-mail: aws-sec-global-
audits@amazon.com 


Business Address: 410 Terry Ave N City: Seattle 


State/Province: WA Country: USA Zip: 98109
-5210 


URL: https://aws.amazon.com 


Part 1b. 3DS Assessor Company Information 
Company Name: Coalfire Systems, Inc 


Lead 3DS Assessor Contact Name: Bhavna Sondhi Title:  Principal Consultant 


Telephone: (303) 554-6333 E-mail: bsondhi@coalfire.com 


Business Address: 11000 Westmoor Circle 
Suite 450 


City: Westminster 


State/Province: CO Country: USA Zip: 80021 


URL: https://www.coalfire.com/ 
 
 


Part 2.  Executive Summary 
Part 2a. 3DS Functions  


Identify the 3DS Function(s) covered by this 
3DS assessment (Check all that apply)  


Details of EMVCo Letter of Approval (LOA): 


 3DS Server (3DSS)   LOA reference number:       
Date of LOA issued by EMVCo:       
Name of product LOA issued for:       


 Access Control Server (ACS)  LOA reference number:       
Date of LOA issued by EMVCo:       
Name of product LOA issued for:       


 Directory Server (DS)  LOA reference number:       
Date of LOA issued by EMVCo:       
Name of product LOA issued for:       
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 Other (As defined by a payment brand)  Service Provider (See below description) 


 Note: If your organization performs 3DS functions that are not covered by this assessment, consult the applicable 
payment brand about validation for the other functions. 


Part 2b. Description of 3DS Business 


How and in what capacity does your business 
provide/manage 3DS functions?  


AWS does not directly perform 3DS functions but only 
provides hosting services to its customers. Customers 
using AWS are responsible for their own PCI 3DS 
compliance; specifically, all logical security controls to 
protect 3DS functions is the responsibility of AWS 
customers. AWS is responsible for protecting the 
infrastructure that runs all the services offered in the 
AWS Cloud. This infrastructure is composed of the 
hardware, software, networking, and facilities that run 
AWS Cloud services. 


3DS and PCI DSS responsibility summary matrices are 
essential documents required to understand the 
responsibilities between AWS and AWS customers. 


Coalfire and AWS agreed upon the engagement based 
on the below statement within the 3DS Core Security 
Standard v1.0, Oct 2017 Page 11 Use of Third-Party 
Service Providers /Outsourcing: 


“Service providers may be required to demonstrate 
compliance with the applicable PCI 3DS requirements 
based on the provided service. The service provider may 
do so by undergoing a PCI 3DS assessment and 
providing evidence to its 3DS entity customers to 
demonstrate its compliance to applicable PCI 3DS 
requirements.”  


This AOC serves as evidence of AWS’ compliance to 
applicable 3DS controls and should be read in 
conjunction with the 3DS and PCI DSS responsibility 
matrices in order to determine which controls are 
applicable to 3DS entity hosting in the AWS environment. 


 


 


Part 2c. Locations  


List types of facilities (for example, corporate offices, data centers) and a summary of locations covered by the 
PCI 3DS assessment.  


Type of facility 
Number of facilities 


of this type Location(s) of facility (city, country) 


Datacenters 300+ • Alexandria, Australia 
• Al Zallaq, Bahrain 
• Amsterdam, Netherlands 
• Anyang-si, South Korea 
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• Artarmon, Australia 
• Ashburn, United States 
• Askar, Bahrain 
• Atlanta, United States 
• Aubervilliers, France 
• Baie-d'Urfe, Canada 
• Banqiao District, Taiwan 
• Barueri, Brazil 
• Bengaluru, India 
• Berlin, Germany 
• Boardman, United States 
• Bruce, Australia 
• Boston, United States 
• Broma, Sweden 
• Canberra, Australia 
• Campinas, Brazil 
• Cape Town, South Africa 
• Carrollton, United States 
• Chai Wan, Hong Kong 
• Chantilly, United States 
• Chennai, India 
• Chicago, United States 
• Chuo-ku Osaka, Japan 
• Clonshaugh, Ireland 
• Columbus, United States 
• Copenhagen, Denmark 
• Dallas, United States 
• Delhi, India 
• Denver, United States 
• Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
• Dublin, Ireland 
• Dublin, United States 
• Eastern Creek, Australia 
• El Segundo, United States 
• Elk Grove Village, United States 
• Espoo, Finland 
• Frankfurt, Germany 
• Fujairah, United Arab Emirates 
• Goyang-si, South Korea 
• Hamala, Bahrain 
• Haymarket, United States 
• Hayward, United States 
• Hemel Hempstead, United 


Kingdom 
• Hermiston, United States 
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• Hillard, United States 
• Hillsboro, United States 
• Homebush Bay, Australia 
• Houston, United States 
• Hyderabad, India 
• Inzai, Japan 
• Irving, United States 
• Jacksonville, United States 
• Jersey City, United States 
• Johannesburg, South Africa 
• Jundiai, Brazil 
• Jurong, Singapore 
• Kansas City, United States 
• Kista, Sweden 
• Koto-ku, Japan 
• Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
• Kwai Chung, Hong Kong 
• La Courneuve, France 
• Las Vegas, United States 
• LaSalle, Canada 
• London, United Kingdom 
• Los Angeles, United States 
• Macquarie Park, Australia 
• Madrid, Spain 
• Manassas, United States 
• Manila, Philippines 
• Marcoussis, France 
• Marseille, France 
• Melbourne, Australia 
• Miami, United States 
• Milan, Italy 
• Milpitas, United States 
• Minneapolis, United States 
• Montreal, Canada 
• Mumbai, India 
• Munich, Germany 
• Navi Mumbai, India 
• Neihu District, Taiwan 
• New Albany, United States 
• New York City, United States 
• Newark, United States 
• Noida, India 
• Osaka, Japan 
• Oslo, Norway 
• Palermo, Italy 
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• Palo Alto, United States 
• Paris, France 
• Park West, Ireland 
• Paya Lebar, Singapore 
• Pemulwuy, Australia 
• Perth, Australia 
• Philadelphia, United States 
• Phoenix, United States 
• Pointe-Claire, Canada 
• Portland, United States 
• Prague, Czech Republic 
• Reston, United States 
• Richardson, United States 
• Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
• Russelsheim, Germany 
• Saint-Denis, France 
• San Francisco, United States 
• Santa Clara, United States 
• Sao Paulo, Brazil 
• Schiphol-Rijk, Netherlands 
• Seattle, United States 
• Secaucus, United States 
• Seoul-si, South Korea 
• Sha Tin, Hong Kong 
• Slough, United Kingdom 
• Smeaton Grange, Australia 
• South Bend, United States 
• Sterling, United States 
• Stockholm, Sweden 
• Sydney, Australia 
• Stretford, United Kingdom 
• Tallaght, Ireland 
• Tama-City, Japan 
• Tampines, Singapore 
• Tempe, United States 
• Tokyo, Japan 
• Toronto, Canada 
• Tseung Kwan O, Hong Kong 
• Ultimo, Australia 
• Umatilla, United States 
• Vancouver, Canada 
• Vasby, Sweden 
• Vienna, United States 
• Warsaw, Poland 
• Yangcheon-gu, South Korea 
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• Yokohama, Japan 
• Zurich, Switzerland 


 


Part 2d.  


Not used for this AOC  


 


Part 2e. Description of Environment  


Provide a high-level description of the environment covered 
by this assessment. 
For example: 
• Connections into and out of the 3DS environment (3DE). 
• Critical system components within the 3DE, such as 3DS 


servers, databases, web servers, etc., and any other 
necessary 3DS components, as applicable. 


AWS provides networking, computing, and 
storage services that may be used to support 
the customers’ solutions for 3DS functions. 
AWS does not perform the functions of 3DS 
Server (3DSS), 3DS Directory Server (DS), 
3DS Access Control Server (ACS) directly. 
Customers may implement solutions using 
AWS that are configured to perform the 3DS 
functions. AWS publishes information to aid 
customer compliance. The AWS 3DE is part of 
the AWS cardholder data environment (CDE). 
AWS PCI DSS compliance satisfies AWS PCI 
3DS Part 1. 


Does your business use network segmentation to affect the scope of your 3DS 
environment?  


 Yes     No 


 


Part 2f. Third-Party Service Providers 


Does your company share 3DS data with any third-party service providers (for example, 
payment processors, gateways)? 


 Yes     No 


Does your company rely on any third party for any PCI 3DS requirements, or for support 
or maintenance of the 3DS environment? 


 Yes     No 


If Yes:  


Name of service provider: Description of services provided: 


N/A N/A 


 


Part 2g. Summary of requirements tested to the PCI 3DS Security Standard  
Did the 3DS entity leverage a PCI DSS assessment to meet the PCI 3DS Part 1: 
Baseline Security Requirements? 


 Yes     No 


Identify the appropriate assessment result for each high-level PCI 3DS requirement. Complete the table as follows:  
• If the results of a PCI DSS assessment have been verified as meeting all the PCI 3DS Part 1 Requirements: 


o Select “In Place per PCI DSS” for the 3DS Part 1 Requirements. 
o Select the appropriate finding for each PCI 3DS Part 2 Requirement.   


• If a PCI DSS assessment is not being leveraged to meet all the PCI 3DS Part 1 Requirements: 
o Select the appropriate finding for each 3DS Part 1 and Part 2 Requirement.   


When determining the appropriate finding for each high-level 3DS requirement, the following principles apply: 
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1. If the finding for any requirement or sub-requirement is “Not in Place”, select “Not in Place” for the high-level 
requirement. 


2. If the finding for any requirement or sub-requirement is “N/A” and all other requirements are “In Place”, 
select “In Place” for the high-level requirement.. 


3. If the finding for any requirement or sub-requirement is “In Place w/CCW” and all other requirements are “In 
Place”, select “In Place w/CCW” for the high-level requirement. 


4. If the findings include one or more requirements or sub-requirements as “N/A”, and one or more as “In Place 
w/CCW”, and all other requirements are “In Place”, select “In Place w/CCW” for the high-level requirement. 


5. If all requirements and sub-requirements  are identified as “In Place”, select “In Place” for the high-level 
requirement. 
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Summary of Findings 
In Place 


per  
PCI DSS 


 In Place In Place 
w/CCW N/A Not in 


Place 


Part 1: Baseline Security Requirements    


P1-1 Maintain security policies for all personnel 


 OR 


    


P1-2 Secure network connectivity     


P1-3 Develop and maintain secure systems     


P1-4 Vulnerability management     


P1-5 Manage access     


P1-6 Physical security     


P1-7 Incident response preparedness     


Part 2: 3DS Security Requirements       


P2-1 Validate scope        


P2-2 Security governance       


P2-3 Protect 3DS systems and applications       


P2-4 Secure logical access to 3DS systems       


P2-5 Protect 3DS data       


P2-6 Cryptography and key management       


P2-7 Physically secure 3DS systems       
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Section 2: Report on Compliance 


This Attestation of Compliance reflects the results of an onsite PCI 3DS assessment, which is documented in an 
accompanying 3DS Report on Compliance (ROC). 


The assessment documented in this attestation and in the 3DS ROC was 
completed on: 


30-Sept-2020 


Was PCI DSS used to meet PCI 3DS Part 1: Baseline Security Requirements?   Yes   No 


Have compensating controls been used to meet any PCI 3DS requirement?  Yes   No 


Were any PCI 3DS requirements identified as being not applicable (N/A)?  Yes   No 


Were any PCI 3DS requirements unable to be met due to a legal constraint?  Yes   No 
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Section 3: Validation and Attestation Details 


Part 3. PCI 3DS Validation 


This AOC is based on results noted in the 3DS ROC dated 30-Sept-2020. 


Based on the results documented in the 3DS ROC noted above, the signatories identified in Parts 3b-3d, as 
applicable, assert(s) the following compliance status for the entity identified in Part 2 of this document (check 
one): 


 Compliant: All sections of the PCI 3DS ROC are complete, all questions answered affirmatively, 
resulting in an overall COMPLIANT rating; thereby Amazon Web Services, Inc. has demonstrated full 
compliance with the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard. 


 Non-Compliant:  Not all sections of the PCI 3DS ROC are complete, or not all questions are 
answered affirmatively, resulting in an overall NON-COMPLIANT rating, thereby (3DS Entity Company 
Name) has not demonstrated full compliance with the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard. 
Target Date for Compliance: Not Applicable 


An entity submitting this form with a status of Non-Compliant may be required to complete the Action 
Plan in Part 4 of this document. Check with the applicable payment brand(s) before completing Part 4. 


 Compliant but with Legal exception:  One or more requirements are marked “Not in Place” due to a 
legal restriction that prevents the requirement from being met. This option requires additional review 
from the applicable payment brand(s).  


If checked, complete the following: 


 


Affected Requirement Details of how legal constraint prevents requirement being met  


Not Applicable Not Applicable  
 


 


Part 3a. Acknowledgement of Status 
Signatory(s) confirms: 
(Check all that apply) 


 The 3DS ROC was completed according to the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard, Version v1, and was 
completed according to the instructions therein. 


 All information within the above-referenced 3DS ROC and in this attestation fairly represents the 
results of my assessment in all material respects. 


 I have read the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard and I recognize that I must maintain compliance, as 
applicable to my environment, at all times. 


 If my environment changes, I recognize I must reassess my environment and implement any 
additional PCI 3DS requirements that apply.   


 ASV scans are being completed by the PCI SSC Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV Name) 
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Part 3b. 3DS Entity Attestation 


 
 
Signature of 3DS Entity Executive Officer Ç Date: 10/15/2020 


3DS Entity Executive Officer Name: Chad Woolf Title: VP, AWS Security 
  


Part 3c. 3DS Assessor Acknowledgement  


 
 


Signature of Duly Authorized Officer of 3DS Assessor Company Ç Date: 10/15/2020 


Duly Authorized Officer Name: Bhavna Sondhi Title: Principal Consultant 


3DS Assessor Company: Coalfire Systems, Inc.  
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Part 4. Action Plan for Non-Compliant Requirements 


Select the appropriate response for “Compliant to PCI 3DS Requirements” for each requirement. If you answer 
“No” to any of the requirements, you may be required to provide the date your Company expects to be 
compliant with the requirement and a brief description of the actions being taken to meet the requirement.  


Check with the applicable payment brand(s) before completing Part 4.  


PCI 3DS Requirement 


Compliant to PCI 
3DS Requirements 


(Select One) 


Remediation Date and Actions  
(If “NO” selected for any 


Requirement) 
YES NO 


     


P1 Maintain security policies for all personnel    


 Secure network connectivity    


 Develop and maintain secure systems    


 Vulnerability management    


 Manage access    


 Physical security    


 Incident response preparedness    


     


P2 Validate scope     


 Security governance    


 Protect 3DS systems and applications    


 Secure logical access to 3DS systems    


 Protect 3DS data    


 Cryptography and key management    


 Physically secure 3DS systems    
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